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UFOS: A HISTORY 

SEPTOOER 1954 

One question dominated the UFO flap of the Fall of 1954:''Did th-e 'little 
men' really exist?" 

All that could be said then, and now, is that reports certainly existed, 
and the~· are fascinating ones. U.S. Air Force advisor Dr. J. Allen .Hynek 
marvelled:"Descriptions from all over France were remarkably alike. Small 
men, in diving suit-like costumes --all non-hostile but ~eady to protect 
themselves." 1. 

The "little men" issue tended to overshadow other remarkable stories to 
come out of the flap: cloud cigars, electromagnetic effects, rays that 
paralyzed people, to say nothing of the fact that for the first time a UFO 
wave was a true global experience. 

Strange objects in America's skies. 

"It was a fairly frequent occurrence." 

The White Plains, New York, Grotmd <l>server Corps Filter Center covered . 
a large part of the states of New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey. Dur
ing the years of 1951 to 1955 a James C. Beatty served at the Center as in
structor, team supervisor, and alert crew supervisor. He remembers that 

• many of the 15,000 GOC volunteers reporting to White Plains did spot UFOs; 
In fact, he said:"It was a faidy frequent occurrence." 2. But, as UFO 
writer Don Berliner noted, the year 1954 was a slow year for UFOs in America, 
especially in the GOC system. 3. 

Beatty, however, states that one of the most memorable UFO incidents he 
knew about took place ·in late August or early September, 1954. At 9:30 p. 
m. the Poughkeepie, N.Y., GOC post called :in to report the sudden appear
ance in the night sky of a big orange ball. There was no mistaking the 
image for the moon since the lunar orb was also visible in another part of 
the heavens and it was not in full phase. This extraordinary sight lasted 
for about~ hour, the large round object stationary except for a slight 
oscillation. Finally, the object left the area, moving southwest and turn
ing a yellow-orange color. 

At full alert, the Filter Center tracked the UFO as it travelled in a 
southeastern direction. 

Beatty: 

''While the object had been progressing across our board, I at that 
particular time was on the bot-line at the Filter Center .•• Two radar 
stations we were hooked into confirmed at that time they had been 
holding an electronic fix on this same object ••• It coincided in 
position and movement with the object we had seen visually." 4. 

Jets were scrambled from Ste"Ward AFB, Newburgh, N.J.; and from Newcastle 
airbase in Delaware. Beatty again: . 

"At the time I was hearing the scrambles in the background, the plot 
was progressing more in a direction toward the state of Connecticut ••• 
then we began to pick up the jet patterns, coming in from the south in 
the case of the scramble fran Delaware, and from the west in the case 
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of the scramble from Stewart Field ••• We could track the jets as they 
closed in on this object. · 
"Shortly before the interception occurred, a strange thing happened 

to the orange object. This was reported both by the ground observer 
posts and by the pilots of the jets. It seemed to speed up in its 
motion --it had been oscillating or pulsating and moved rature slowly 
--and it changed to a rotational effect with also a change of lights. 
By this time the reports came in that it was a whirling combination of 
red, green and yellow lights ••. 
"Then at alroost the same time we got reports from the posts which had 

been holding this object under ground observation, and jets themselves 
that the object disappeared straight upward in a burst of speed ••• At 
that moment it also became apparent that not only the ground observers, 
but also the aircraft and airborne radar had lost visual and electronic 
contact with the object as it zoomed upward and vanished in the night 
sky." 5. 
The GOC system and UFO infonnation. 
The GOC as a source of UFO data was a subject touched on in Donald Keyhoe's 

writings. It seems that in early June, 1954, the Civil Defense Director for 
the city of Baltimore, a Colonel Frank Milani, complained about UFO reports 
being classified and unavailable to his office. 1m Air Force spokesman denied 
UFO reports were classified. 6. 

A month later certain persons in the Civil Defense network noted that GOC 
logs were not classified, but Filter Center reports were, so when a dramatic 
UFO flap took place at Wilmington at tb.a.t tilwe, fd:'J:. 1Gg data -..as given to the 
Wilmington press. According to Keyhoe's sources, the Wilmington disclosures 
prompted many requests for GOC log entries. The Air Force immediately stopped 
any more such leaks, ordering an end to !!!}' unauthorized release of UFO infor
mation. 7. 

Reports on the rise in Europe.' 

September 1st. 

On the first day of the month there were sightings at 
Munich, Germany, and Innsbruck, Austria. 8. 

Letters to the London, England, Daily Telegraph dis
cussed a phenomenon observed in the area orth.e1\nstol 
Channel at 11:45 p.m. (See newspaper clipping) 

UFO sails over the French countryside. 
Earlier in the evening at 8:20 p.m. a bright light lit 

up the house of a Mlle. Claire Cordier, a French nurse 
who lived on Rue Bressigny in the town of Angers. Drawn to 
the window by the glare, Mlle. Co:ddier lo~ked at t~e black 
sky and saw, moving north, a glowmg brown1sh-red d1sc that 
emitted a greenish aureole. . 

Mlle. Cordier's neighbor, M. Andre Greff1er, was a~so 
attracted to the luminous phenomenon and ~e went out 1n~o 
his garden to watch the UFO as it flew ~W1ftly north, dis
appearing quickly over the northern hor1zon. 
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About a dozen miles north of Angers, citizens of Lion-d'Aneers observed 
the same object pass over, taking about a minute to cross the heavens. 

Some 14 miles beyond Lion-d' Angers, the circular red-brown thing flash
ing green light was last seen still flying to the north. 9. 

September 2nd. 

The second day of the month the newspaper Irish Independent kept its En
glish readership informed of the continuing UFOIIlapdown.unaer, giving special 
attention to the passage of a "saucer-shaped object" over Port Philip Bay, 
Australia, which was followed by a flying cigar that:" .•• looped, leaving 
puffs of smoke behind it." 10. 

Jacques Vallee comments: 

Pondering the sweep of events in 1954, UFO expert Jacques Vallee, who is 
fluent in French, comments that certain aspects of the Gallic experience 
were remarkable:" •.• independent UFO witnesses in neighboring towns, witness
es who were completely naivete in regards to the flying saucer subject, the 
reliability of witnesses which could be locally ascertained, and the high 
educational level of many witnesses. These characteristics inspired con
fidence the events were true as described . " 11. 

Furthermore, Vallee wrote that one should take notice that the reports 
made were so sensational it was impossible for authorities to fall back on 
classical explanations. Vallee's point is well made. People were either 
lying or telling the truth, there could be no middle ground. 12. 

The Southern Shift. 

Vallee recognized the "southern shift" phenomenon in the 1954 wave, writ
ing that:" ... a major wave swept from Belgium and northern France to Sicily 
and northern Africa." 13. Actually the wave was even more marked, extend
ing from England to the southern part of Africa.* 

The first day of the month Canadian Deputy f.fi.nister Baldwin made the ter
mination of Wilbert Smith's "saucer detection station" official, telling the 
press nothing had been detected, however Patrick Nicholson of the Vancouver 
News~Herald bemoaned the loss since the cost of keeping the facility aperat
Ingwas-:rr:-:-.roughly equiva:l&Jit to keeping one 60-watt electrical light burn
ing." 14. 

"I swear I saw him!" 

Although the big story of the Fall wave was the "landing of diminutive 
men" in Europe, oddly enough the first such accOWlt for September was a U.S. 
product. 

"I swear I saw him," explained 12-year-old John Jacob. John was a £ann
boy who was operating a tractor in his father's wheat field outside Cold
water, Kansas, on September 2, 1954 when he had a shocking encounter. At 

*Dr. H.P. Robertson, head of the famed January 1953 CIA UFO review panel, 
was in Europe in 1954 as scientific advisor to the Supreme Allied Com
mander. One wonders what he thought of the European UFO excitement. 
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sunset John was about to quit work when he saw some~hing astonishing. Only 
20 feet away a "little man" with a pointed nose and ears was in a crouch 
staring at him. The man was "dark complexed" and wore shiny, tan -colored, 
clothing. The creature(man?) looked mean but did not appear to be armed 
with any weapon. His hands, which seemed normal, were on his knees sup
porting his upper body. 

About 100 yards away, John noticed, was a "cucumber -shaped" craft about 
SO feet wide, hovering in the air just off the ground and half hidden by a 
terrace. Immediately after John looked in the "man's" direction, the ''man" 
ran, or flew, back to his ship. After the "man" passed through an opening 
in the craft, the thing "lit up" and then sped a1•ay soundlessly, gaining 
distance in an instant. 

John said he suspected the "little man" may have flown back to his ship 
since it took him such a brief time to reach the craft over rough ground. 
1m additional detail recalled by young John was that when the small "man" 
turned to flee, a couple of shiny cylinders, two feet long, were visible 
on the fellow's back. No eruption from the cylinders was noticed. 15. 

John informed his parents at once. They then talked it over and John's 
folks felt the sheriff should be contacted. Comanche County Sheriff Floyd 
Hadley came out to the farm and asked questions. Since it was dark by 
then, the Sheriff said he would be back in the morning to search for traces 
of the supposed creature and the mystery craft. 

The following day Sheriff Hadley, accompanied by newsmen, examined the 
ground and found what he took to be small footprints. Three of the prints 
were complete, the rest were not readily distinguishable. 

Sheriff Hadley told the press: 
''TIJ.ere were 100 of the them around in a circle where 

John Jacob said the little man climbed aboard the 
saucer. There were four tracks where the boy first 
saw the little man, but none between the two sets of 
print~, which were about 30* yards apart." 16. 

The lawman remarked further: 
''Tiley were pear-shaped, about four and half inches 

long, a little less than two inches across at the 
toes and with the narrowest heels I ever saw. 
"The impression was deepest at the toes, as if the 

fellow had been running,.but there wasn't any great 
weight behind the prints. They didn't show a hard 
impression---more like they had been made by a soft 
shoe." 17. 

Scooping up a handfull of dirt, Sheriff Hadley let 
the grains of dry earth trickle back to the ground while 
saying to a reporter standing nearby: "The boy saw some
thing." 18. 

''He sort of 
crouched like 
this," said 
John Jacob. 

*The news account gives the figure "300 yards" which seems unlikely. The 
distance figures show some inconsistency. Was John's story a hoax or did 
the press get the numbers wrong? 
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Robert, John's younger brother, had the last word, complaining that his 
big brother:" ..• has all the luck." 19. 

The puzzled Sheriff sent some impressions of the supposed footprints to 
the FBI in Washington on his own authority since the Topeka Director of the 
Bureau, Lou P. Richter, showed no interest. 20. What Washington did with 
the "evidence" is not known. 

Was the encounter real, a bit of luck as John's brother believed, or did 
the boy see too many chapters of Republic Picture's serial Radar f.fen From 
The Moon? Did John sneak outside the night before the She~s~vest1-
gati0ii"'"iild use some baby shoes to make "spaceman footprints?'' We may never 
Icnow. 

BUJE BOOK and "spacemen reports." 

E.J. Ruppelt told of BUJE BOOK's attitude toward "spacemen" in his May, 
1954 True magazine article. It seems the official policy was not to pay 
much attention, a policy Ruppelt apparently agreed with. An example of 
this was when the supposed Flatwood monster was s.:aring the wits of West 
Virginia folks in the Fall of 1952. At the time, a newsman phoned BUJE BOOK 
for a statement. Ruppelt answered the call: 

'"Has this monster got a saucer?' I asked the reporter. 
"'Well, there 1 s talk about some lights seen landing in the vicinity, 

but no one has located anything.' 
"I asked him how the 100nster got around, whether he walked or flew. 
'"The stories say he's been crashing through the underbrush,' the 

reporter said, 1so I guess he's walking.' 
"'If he walks, he's an Army problem, ' I said. "Call me back if he 

starts to fly. 1 

·~e never got a call, and the monster crashed off into one of the 
Sunday supplements.'" 21. 

File in "0." 

In spite of the Air Force's negative view of such stories, one was 
located in BUJE BOOK's files for 1950. An unknown Air Force evaluator 
scribbled on the report:"File in '0,' slang for wastebasket. The paper
work, however, was never thrown away so here is the story for your enjoy
ment: 

"Persons Icnowing( •.. deleted) state that he is of good mind and has 
an excellent reputation in his community --that since sending this 
letter he has refused to talk about it due to the fact that pedple 
think him to be telling an untruth." 22. 

The story: 

"This is a peculiar story I am trying to write. I 8JTl writing it as 
it exactly happened, but even yet it seems unreal. If you disbelieve 
it, and put it down as the rambling of a half cracked mind, well, may
be you are right. I for one sure won't argue with you. 

"So here goes the story. I was plowing this afternoon, on my east 
120, using a heavy trator and plowing unusally deep, which required 
all the power possible in the tractor. Every once in a while the tractor 
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would miss fire and nearly stop, causing me ll'alCh concern as I was in a 
hurry and could not imagine what could be the trouble, I had noticed 
a shadow pass over similar to the site of a large hawk or buzzard would 
make. I began to notice the tractor acting up about the time of the 
shadow, and I began to try to locate the object. 
"can you imagine my s~rise when I saw a circular object apparently 

floating in the air, nearly over me. 
''The rows I was plowing are nearly It mile long as I watched the ob· 

ject follow me, just gliding along, lllllking no noise, and only a few 
hundred feet up. I stopped to get a better look and the object stopped 
too. Then it began circling over. The tractor coughed a few times then 
stopped, after a few more circles the object came to a landing about 100 
feet from me, landing easy, with no sound. 
"I sat my tractor and looked, not mov·ing. After a few mirrutes a lid 

popped up, an:::l two of the queerest-looking people or things, came out. 
'"'heir heads were enclosed in a glass or plastic helmet, any way it was 

clear enough I could see their faces, if a face you could call it. I 
would call their color, a shade of blue. Their clothes were white and 
they had two legs and two armS. They moved their anns as they guester· 
ed to one another, but they glided over the ground, without taking steps. 
They came up to the tractor and looked it over. Then I could see they 
had only one large eye, but two enonnous ears, and were about two feet 
tall, very IIUScular build. 

''When I made the least movement, they would glide away. 
"They guestered quite a bit but I heard no sound of voices. 
"Mter what seemed to me a 1~ J?eriod of time which they spent look· 

in2: at my plowing and ex.-inq the engine. I lit a cigarette, without 
think' . 

"As ~lew the first puff, they turned skimed over the ground at tmbe
lieveable speed, climbed in the queer-looking object they came in, and 
zipped it l.'est like a rocket, ani was soon out of sight." Z3. 

(he-eyed beings seem very tmlikely but one has wonder wtry people ~o 
drive farm tractors get such strange ideas? 

September 3, 1954. 

Flying cigar over England. 

Just four miles frm the English city of Stafford, on September 3rd at 
approximately 7:30p.m.; a Mr. James Penton was driving hcne to the town of 
Leighton in the twilight when he spotted a hovering cigar-shaped object em· 
anating a dazzling light so intense it hurt the eyes. J81mling on his 
brakes , Mr. Penton brought his car to a halt and j~ out of his vehicle 
to investigate. At that moment the "cigar'' sped o£f in a great curved path 
toward the south, and then it stopped in a vertical position, remaining 
that way for about 5 minutes. Resaning its travels, the "cigar" moved in a 
southern direction until it was no longer visible. No sound was heard dur· 
ing this perfonnance. 24. 

"Orange ball." 

S:Unultaneously, in another area near Stafford,there lurked an "orange 
ball." A Mr. and ~1rs. Reece observed it above M~lford Conlnon moving north 
east with the speed of a jet plane. 25. 
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1\misia. September 3rd. "Erratic junps." 

\\'hen a ''transparent disc" sailed over the countrysid: in the ~i7inity 
of the Tunisian town of Khemis on September 3rd, the thlng w~s VlSlble 
to many of the famlaborers at work at the time. \\'hile under observa
tion the disc assumed a vertical position, swung back and forth and 
occa~ionally performing erratic j~s, and then sped away, re-assuming 
a horitontal position as it moved off. 26. 

September 4th . 

Another orange sphere was sighted in Fngland. This time the ball was 
noticed three miles north Stafford at r~rston by a r-tr. and ~trs. Rotham. 
The couple said the object exhibited a very odd up and down motion. 27. 

Finland. 

A circular flying object was reported over Helsinki, Finland, the night 
of September 4th. A TlUllber of Finns viewed the object passing over at an 
estimated altitude of 800 meters. The thing gave off red smoke. The UFO 
was in sight for about 7 seconds. 28. 

September 4th. Southern Gennany. 

"No illusion was possible." 

A silvery circular shape came out of the east and sailed at great speed 
over the farmland near Cbersussbach, in Bavaria. The weather was excellent, 
providing a clear view to the many German laborers working the fields. 

Witnesses claimed the object was a flat disc, thus ruling out any kind 
of balloon, and the Gennan news service D.P.A. quoted the peasants as saying 
the disc "stood out sharply, .. adding: ''No illusion was possible." 29. 

September 4th. ''Deblmk some sight ings." 

"Big news" fran the U.S. Air Force: 

" ••. Robert S. Allen's syndicated Washing
ton column stated that the U.S. Air Force 
was getting ready to 'take the wraps off' 
some of its flying saucer secrets. •" 
'"The disclosures will be intriguing but 

not earth-shaking' Bob Allen sa.1.<1. He pre
dicted that the Air Force would debunk a 
number of sightings and at the same time 
reveal fantastic new guided missiles which 
were responsible for many of the speeding 
'balls of fire' stories." 30. 

"Appeared to dart . " 

SOUCOUPE VOLANTE ,. 
, · EN FINLAND£ 

Kt:.!llkl. t tA.CtP.I. - PIIOI!eun 
pt'r.ICIBDU diiiiC~rt:D-=: at'O'lr" ~~ !"& ••m 4t.U:fn. liNt tl"lbblUI. lllW 

• L-::: w:::~· .:. IOtiDI dn:u-1 
lain'. M Clf'D~&(a.U. it. o.•~I'VD 101 mt- ~ 

..... ll"Ail!lWt. r. --·""" .... . m.;.tn l8!1:t ......... ~'t am ...a 
•• ::.... UIU loni'U.t' Q.IK'UI! rau.p&t:q I 

dr":i'GZII trot& fa=.., pl~,:.t. lODC"M q-.;, J•l 
c:amtn·• ole Ia ......... 1001. 

t.· .. ~·· -- .... -'blor ,.... •• 
d•~n "'=" .......s .. ~ + • ~-.;r~··-::...f 

UFO reports made in the U.S. were hard to ccme by during the Fall of 
1954 but those of sufficient interest will be mentioned like the follow
ing which was submitted to BUJE BI.XJK by an Air Force pilot. A military 
teletype carried the report which was dated September 5th: 

"The announcement was made on October 9th. 
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''UFOB. A'ITN, ATIIAA-ZC. SIGHTED AT 105- EASTERN DAYLIGHI' TTI·1E, FRG1 
HILLCRFST HEIGHTS MARYlAND, WHiat IS BETWFEN BOLLING AND ANDREWS AIR 
FORCE BAESES. WAS CIRQJLAR IN SHAPE Willi LIGHT BEA'IS OR RAYS RADIATING 
FRCN IT, APPEAR'ill MUOI LIKE A STAR, IT'S SIZE WAS CCMPARED TO AN AIR
CRAFT RECOONITION LIGHf AT 2000 FT, WAS SAID TO BE A WHITE LIGHf l\'Illi A 
LITILE YELLCM, WAS FIRST SIGHI'ED DIRECfLY OVERHEAD AND MOVED EAST TO 
SCl.JTII EAST Willi lATERAL VARIATIONS TWEN'TY DEGRF.ES. IT HOVERED BliT YET 
APPEARED TO DART lURING THE lATERAL VARIATIONS, WA<; nmER OBSERVATION 
FOR 1WO fo.fiNUTES, AND WAS BELEIVED TO BE BETI'IEEN 10000 AND 50000 FT. OB
SERVER WAS ON GRaJND. OBSERVER W/lS MAJOR( •.• deleted) A RA'!'FJ1 PIUJT OF 
13 YEARS EXPERIENCE •••• OBSERVER WAS CERTAIN IT COOLD Nm' HAVE BEEN AN 
AIRCRAFT. II 31. 

Austria. 

M. Austrian UFO report was made on the morning of September 5th when at 
about 8:00 a.m. a white, ro\D'ld, ltminous object flashed over Grax. Eight 
citizens witnessed the passage. Two of the observers were members of the 
local police force. 32. 

Tangiers. 

Much farther south at Tangiers in northern Africa, a flying disc was re
ported that was compared to an airplane in size. It was in sight for about 
10 minutes. 33. 

·~ge object in spacer• 

Leonard Stringfield was intriqued when a couple of amateur astronomers 
mailed an acco\D'lt to the C.R.I .P.O. organization that detailed a "most \D'l
usual phenanena. 11 Theodore He Colm and his fellow stargazer Peter Bartkus, 
both of Rockford, Illinois, happened to be observing the Hoon the night of 
September 5, 1954, when during the period of 10:35 to 11:15 p.m. amost 
peculiar object was picked up by their 6" cassigranian reflector. Using a 
focal length of a 100'' and occulars of ZOO power, the two men were examin
ing the left side of the lunar disc which was then in its first quarter. 
They swore that in the Mare Humboltianun area, the northern section, a dull 
ro\D'ld object (they said its appearance suggested reflected light) "ascended" 
into space, some kind of powered body obviously unconnected with the Moon's 
rovement. They conpared the object's largest apparent size(when it was 
first seen) as equal to that of the diameter of the crater Valaco. The two 
men assumed the object to be of vast size, calulating a cross section of 
about 12,000 feet. 34. 

A footnote to this story is that someone at the Air Force's BLUE BOOK 
project cut this "object in space" item from an issue of Stringfield's UFO 
newsletter and made it part of the military's official file, one of the few 
bits of data from C.R.I.F.O.'s publication the people at Wright Field felt 
was worth keeping for their records. 35. 

September 6th. Another stargazer sighting. 

Baltimore astronomer James C. Bartlett observed some strange lights in 
the evening sky with the naked eye at 7:58 p.m. EST on September 6, 1954. 
The lights were travelling in an inline formation. During the sighting 
an airliner approached and the lights apparently reacted to the aircraft, 
the lead glowing dot pulling away and with the rest of the lights rising 
to a higher altitude. All the lights later re-formed into an inline for
mation. Bartlett was puzzled at what the lights could have been. 36. 
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''We were able to examine it at our leisure." 

A major French case now appears in the UFO record. Others will follow 
with increasing frequency as the European flap builds to a frenzy. 

The principals in this case were three citizens of the town of Arigny, 
M. and Mme Robert Chovel and their father-in-law. They testified: 

"The night of September 7. we all three had gone by car to the movie 
in Hirson. We were on our way back to Origny w!len upon arriving at 
the sl.II1V!Iit of Fort Hill at about 12:30 we saw a sort of luminous disc 
which was going toward the west following the railroad tracks. I 
thought at first it was the moon but I soon saw that its movement was 
very real because it suddenly changed direction, climbed and stayed 
immobile at an apparent altitude of 300 to 400 meters. We were then 
able to examine it at our leisure. 
"It was a red-orange disc, adorned with a sort of llllllinous plume on 

the opposite side of its flight direction. 
·~en we arrived at the height of the Bridge of Buire we saw it again. 

Again it went up and came to a stop. By manewering I was able to pin
point my headlight on it at which time it threw off at a tremendous 
speed in the direction of La Herie to the west. It disappeared behind 
the clouds very soon. 
"Instead of stopping at Origny we decided to go up to the summit of 

Chaudron Hill in hopes of seeing it from the other side. But we saw 
only a red glimmer was disappearing in the direction of VerVins to the 
southwest. All this took place in the length of time it takes· to do 
15 kilometers by car." 37, 

A saucer lands!? 

The time and date: 7:15 a.m. September 7th. Witnesses: M. linile Renard 
and Yves Degillerboz. The place:200 miles north of Paris on a road between 
Contay and Harponville. M. Renard told a constable: 

"Suddenly, between Harponville and Contay, Degillerboz' s bicycle had 
a flat. I stopped to lend him my pl.lllp and my eyes were attracted to 
a sort of disc about 200 meters from us in a field. 
"'Look,' I said to my worker. 'Don't you find that haystack has a 

peculiar color?' 
"Intrigued, I was examining the pbject when suddenly it JOOVed with 

a slight swinging oscillation. 
"'~t look! Look there! It isn't a haystack,' I cried to my com:

panl.On. 
"Then we ran across the field toward the mysterious object. In or

der to reach it we had to cross a piece of fallow land and a field of 
beets. We had hardly reached this last than the object came up obli
quely, went on this way diagonally for about 15 meters, then started 
to ao up vertically • 
. "Ml in all this vision lasted perhaps three minutes, after which the 
object disappeared in the clouds. 
'rrhe object flew off without noise and emitted on the lower right a 

little smoke. It could have been about 10 meters in diameter by 
three meters high and resef!lbled an overturned plate. On the left, be
low, one could see a sort of plaque which was longer than it was high, 
like a door. It was about 150 meters from us at the manent of its as
cent. 
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"The Constable of l.a Houssaye insisted that we report our observa
tions to the Constabulary of Corbie." 38. 

After hearing the men out, the Constable checked the area of the sight
ing finding the footprints of Renard and Degillerboz in the soft dirt but 
no trace of a landing by the supposed machine. Since the two witnesses 
were good friends, the officer of the law assumed the story was a practical 
joke. Later critics of the lawman's judgement suggested that since the UFO 
was quivering when first spotted, perhaps it never actually touched down. 
39. 

Word of this reoort did reach the offices of Bll.JE BCOK, one of the few 
European cases to' do so, but when and by what means is not knfll.-m. Judging 
by the scanty data obtained (See project record card below, the sole bit of 
paper on the incident), the source must not have been a good one. 
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That same evening near Marseille. F.xact time not known. 

In extended sighting of a UFO by sane people near the city of Harseille 
in the south of France was another highlight of September 7th. A family 
of three, M. Guibert, Managing Secretary of the Colonial Institute, t-he. 
Guibert, and their 12-year-old son, observed a strange object move wen to 
east across the sky. The red-colored, circular, flat, luminous(the wit· 
nesses had binoculars) object travelled a complicated course through the 
heavens which kept it in view for almost seven minutes, at one time even 
performing a loop. M. Guilbert also said that when the object made a 
tum, it "swayed" and became tinted an incandescent white. 40. 

September 8th. 

Flying cigar again. 
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A ~trs. Rita Rogers of Stafford, England, was in her garden the afternoon 
of September 8, 1954, when she noticed a clearly defined cigar-shape in the 
bright blue sky. The first impression she received, a fleeting one, was 
that she was looking at a cloud but she quickly realized no other clouds 
were in the area at the time, furthennore the thing had strange character
istics, far too strange to be anything nonnal. The "cloud';" or whatever 
it was, had a dark appearance except for an intense light coming out of its 
underside, a fluorescent-like quality. This glow:" .. , travelled in waves 
along the entire lower half." 41. 

This illumination continued for about four minutes and then "switched 
off," leaving just a dark spindle shape hanging motionless high in the 
heavens. Nothing else occurred during the next twenty minutes the UFO re
mained in view. Eventually the object was covered by a bank of clouds that 
moved in. 42. 
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September 8th. 

The f.tystery Earth Satellites--Moscow's ••. meteoric or Martian? 

Leonard Stringfield of C.R.I.F.O. was especially interested in the 
official search for two small bodies believed to be in orbit arotmd the 
Earth but could learn nothing until August 3, 1954, when it was J'UIIOl'ed 
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full details would soon appear in an issue of Aviation Week. Accor~i.ng to 
an Edward W. Hennann, special agent for M:Graw H1.ll PUblication; Dr. Lin
coln laPaz had made a full report to the Engineering Editor of the maga
zing , a Dave Anderton. 43. 

The M' news wire picked up on the Aviation Week story, telling its read
ers: 

"The Pentagon scare over the observance of two previously unobser
ved satellites orbiting the earth has dissipated with the identi
cation of the objects as natural, not artificial, satellites. 
"Dr. Lincoln La Paz, expert on extraterrestrial bodies of the Uni

versity of New Mexico, headed the identication project. One 
satellite is orbiting at about 400 miles out, while the other was 
tracked at 600 miles • " 44. 

Aviation Week misleads? 

The magazine Aviation Week did run a ~torv on August 23rd that states 
two bodies were d1scovereaatlring a sky search headed by Dr. La Paz, but 
the objects found were natural satellites. 

Ted Bloecher of CSI New York, however, was suspicious of the claim in 
the magazine and wrote to Dr. La Paz for confinnation 45. 

later Bloecher informed Stringfield that on September 8, 1954, Dr. La 
Paz wrote back, saying that Aviation Week's story was misleading and re
gretfully the magazine's account had been publicized too widely and un
critically. To set the record straight, Dr. La Paz had penned a letter 
to the Associated Press explaining his views. A copy of the letter was 
sent to Bloecher. To Bloecher's knowledge La Paz's letter was never pub
lished by M'. 

The La Paz letter said: 

"Scientifically and militarily, the search for nearby satellites 
of the earth is one of the most important on which mankind has ever 
embarked. It is therefore unfortunate, although not surprising, 
that false rumors are bound to be circulated in regard to the nature 
and results of this search. 

"As regards the Aviation Week story on the satellite search, sum
marized in the A.P. releasesliown me, it is false in every partic
ular insofar as reference to me is concerned ••. No one representing 
Aviation Week has questioned me concerning any possible connection 
I may have-nia with the satellite search program,• and no one what
ever has been authorized to credit me with the activities attribut
ed to me in the Aviation Week story." 46. 

Unfortunately, Dr. La Paz did not seem to be in any mood to share any 
infonnation he may have had concerning the results of the sky search, if 

'he indeed knew anything. The military value of artificial satellites 
was appreciated by the Pentagon even at this early date. Security con
siderations undoubtedly blocked the release of data. 

• Astronomer Clyde Tombaugh may have been in charge with La Paz as just 
an advisor. 



It is also fascinating to note that Leonard Strin~field claims Lt. Col. 
O"Mara made an intriguing statement about the satellite search when asked 
about it. Stringfield wrote: 

"I asked about the Earth satellites, and the theory indicating 
they were 'rocks' ... (and) he replied that he has not received word 
they were 'rocks.' He said the scientists at White Sands 'are still 
working very hard and have lots of things to work on. '" 4 7. 

September 9th. M.tndo, Adamski, and "space messages." 

01. the 9th, the Detroit Flying Saucer Club had its "Amateur Radio Moni
tor Group" listening for "saucer messages" on the ten meter band, an exer
cise which was, it was alleged, a "grand success," the effort receiving 
via short wave the message that the space brothers knew all about the club 
and even had a representative from their world(incognito) as a ment>er of 
the organization. Laura Mundo deemed the message authentic by using her 
so-called "soul-mind." 48. 

The leader of the club' s radio listening team was the owner of a local lV 
repair business by the name of Dick Miller, and one of the team members was 
Miller's fonrer employer, a Detroit auto dealer named Randall Cox. ~..fT. Cox 
recalls the "grand success" differently. At the time of Hiller's ''MON-KA" 
fiasco in 1956, Gox told Omar Garrison, the Science Editor for the L.A. 
~li~!?r-News, that the DFSC's 1954 radio space brother message was a-noiX: 

''Miller told us he had infonnation on a certain date we were to con
tact a saucer in a certain area. When we went out, he had us remain 
in a car to listen to the radio. Soon we heard his voice. He said 
he was speaking from the spaceship. He said he could see us em a 
kind of advanced -type screen aboard the saucer. 

"Later. when he returned to the car, I bec:ame suspicious. I got 
the radio ham who assisted Miller to break down and tell me the 
whole story. About a half mile away in an abandoned truck, we found 
the radio transmitter he had used to cut in on our radio with his 
phony message fran spao:ship." 49. 

With the book BY!!!£ ·~rs Have LaJ\ded selling well in England, DFSC's 
guiding star, George AdaiiiSki , was ~ecture in 1Dndon • s Royal Albert 
Hall, a talk sponsored by Benjamin Herrington O.B.E., an advocate of a so
called Spiritualist WOTld Government. Adamski cancelled after accepting 
the invitation for some unknown reason although some say the man was suf
fering from nervous exhaustion. English wags, however, suggested that per
haps the .Mlerican had been "over·indulging in space travel." SO. 

Nelson, New Zealand. September 9th. 

The time was 2:20 a.m. the I!Kirning of September 9th, at Nelso, New Zea
land, a Mr. K.M. Gibbons got out of bed and went to the kitchen to quench 
his thirst. While getting a glass of water he happened to glance out the 
window. In the darkness three mysterious disc-shaped objects were hover-
fog above a nwdflat about 1 mile away. Me. Gibbons estillated the objects 
were about 400 feet above the groWld and in a close V-fomation. The objects 
were dark in the center but radiated a blue·white light froa their edges. 

Quickly grabbing his 35 llll\ Canon camera equipped with a telephoto lens, 
Mr. Gibbons snapped a picture. Mter about five minutes the outer two 
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began to wobble, and then they tipped up on edge, i.Jrmediately there
after the pair shot vertically out of sight. Within moments the remain
ing ;}isc increased its brightness, began wobbling, stood on edge, and 
then like its two companions, zoomed straight up into the heavens. 

This characteristic of a flying disc shifting from a horizontal position 
to a vertical position, and then shooting straight up, is a maneuver Mr. 
Gibbons is Wllikely to know about. Other interesting UFO reports have 
mentioned this maneuver but without any fanfare, so one wonders if Hr. 
Gibbons really saw sanething mysterious. Another aspect of the case that 
helos Mr. Gibbons' credibility is an additional witness. The area where the 
three discs were seen hoVermg was also visible from the home a Mr. Alex 
Ingram, who, at the same time that I!Klrning, observed the following over 
the mudflats :''Three illuminated moon- like objects hovering in V- format ion." 
51. 

Further news from the city of Nelson was reported the next day. Just 
before midnight a Mr. G. YolUlg sighted five disc-like objects, glowing an 
orange·white color, in the sky in the mudflat area. His report was sim
ilar to f.1r. Gibbons' concerning the wobble and departure. 

Australia. 

'"NAVY FINDS SALJCF.RS 00 ruR RADAR." - • -headline of the Me !bourne 
morning paper The Sun. 

''1HOSE SAUCERS , TilE MYSTERY DEEPENS. 
NAVAL Al!rnORITIES AIMITIED TODAY 
111AT TiiEY <XlJLD 001" FIND A.tff tJl.M!l~ 
SOORCE FOR TilE OBJECTS." --headline of the Melbourne 

evening paper The ~. 

On an unspecified day in September 1954, the Australian Navy experi
enced an outstanding radar/visual UFO incident. 

The SlDl had just set turning the sky dark as a Navy fighter approached 
the airfield at Nawra, when lll.lCh to the surprise of the fighter pilot, he 
noticed two, disc-shaped, objects pacing his plane. One object was to 
his port side and the other to his starboard. The pilot radioed to ground 
radar, requesting that ground controllers check their scopes: for targets 
other than his own plane. The radar showed three bli"ls, and when the con
trollers asked the pilot to make a few turns to identify his plane from 
the apparent UFOs, the existence of the two strange objects was confinned. 
Mter a while, the two strange objects moved away, going cut of sight and 
off the radar screens. 

For sane reason, no doubt one that was official, news of the aerial en
counter did not become public knowledge until December 16, 1954 when the 
story was headlined in the Melbourne press. 52. 

UFO activity in the U.S. September lOth. 

There was little to be seen in the skies of America during this period. 
A survey of literature and BWE ROOK files show only two cases and they 
are not that impressive. (See BUJE BCOK doctl!'lei\ts reproduced. One is a 
report from Denver, COlorado and the other {TOm the Fourth Naval District) 

In contrast, in France things really got wild. 
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September 10, 1954. Time:8:30 p.m. The Hazaud case. 

"Who did you meet1"' 

''Who? You would better ask \tffiat?" 

After laboring all day, French fanner H. Antoine ~tl:z:aud returned bane 
the evening of September lOth at 8:30p.m. When he reached his front door 
his &ppf''\rance shocked his wife. Madame Hazaud blurted out:"Are you 
sick?" rou seem pale; and your hands are tre!'lbling. What happened1"' 

Her husbahd answered:''No, but I had a bizarre experience --really an 
inexplicable meeting." , 

Concerned, the wife pressed him:"Who did you meet?" 
He replied:''Who? You would better ask what. I'll tell you. But I 

forbid you to tell anyone. I don't want any trouble." 
According to f.l. Mazaud, he had quit work, shouldered his pitchfork, and 

began the long walk home on the dirt path that meandered through the hills 
thick with hedgerows. On the way he paused and rolled a cigarette and 
then set out again. He told his wife: 

"I had taken only a few steps, when in the beginning darlmess I 
found myself face to face with a strange being dressed in a peculiar 
way. He was of medit111 height and was wearing a sort of helmet, with
out earpieces , somewhat like a rootorcycle he l.Jnet. 
·~ first thought was to defend myself with my pitchfork. 
"I was scared stiff. The other also was imnobilized. Then, very 

slowly, he came towards me,liiiiClllg a gesture above his head with an 
am. I think he wanted to calm me, perhaps to greet me or to express 
Iii$ friendship. His other am was extended to me but not in a menac
ing manner. 
"I didn't know lolhat to do. After a monment of panic, during which I 

was asking myself with ldlom. and what I w.s dealing. I thought perhaps 
it was an insane person who had disguised himself. As he continued to 
cane slowly towards me, making strange gestures like salaams. I decid
ed that he didn't intend to attack me. 

''He was in front of me. Then, as I still was holding my pitchfork in 
my right hand, I offered him my left, hesitatingly. He took it, shook 
it very hard and then. brusquely. heH me to him. pulling my head 
against his helmet, All this took place in complete silence. 
"I was recovering from my stupor. I took courage and spoke to him. 

He did not answer. but passed in front and went a couple of yards away 
into the heavy shadows of the woods. It seemed to me then that he 
kneeled. A few seconds later I heard a kind of buzzing ll'histle and 
saw rising, almost vertically, towards the sky between the branches a 
sort of dark machine. It seemed to be shaped like a cigar puffed out 
on one side and about three or four yards long. It passed under the 
high tension wires and disappeared to the west, in the direction of 

. Limoges. 
"It was only at this moment that my reason returned. 1 ran in the 

direction he had disappeared but obviously it was too late." 53. 
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Limoges. 

Within minutes of 1-f. Mazaud's experience, a strange aerial body was 
reported passing over Limoges , having come out of the east. East , where 
on the Hillevaches Plateau the French peasart claimed to have encountered 
his "strange being" on a path near the hamlet of Mourieras , so one wonders 
if the vague report of an overflight at Limoges confinns the weird asser
tion' of M. Mazaud. 

September 10th. TWO hours later at Quarouble. 

At approximately 10:30 the evenif!g of September 10, 1954 a metal worker 
by the name of Maruis Dewilde who lived in Quarouble, a village close to 
the Belgian border, was drawn to a window in the rear of his home because 
his dog Kild was howling loud enough to awa.~en the dead .. 

Alarmed by the fierce barking of his black and white mongrel, M. Dewilde 
grabbed a flashlight and rushed out ,into his small backyard garden expect
ing to find a prowler. He couldn't help seeing a bulky dark mass on the 
railroad track only five meters away but its significance was not inunedial.~
ly apparent. Dewilde: 

"Just then my dog came up to me, crawling on her belly, and all at 
once I heard hurried footsteps on my right. There is a path there 
that we call 'smugglers' path, for they sometimes use it at night. 
Kiki turned toward the sound and started barking again. I turned on 
my flashlight and directed its beam toward the path." 55. 

Dewilde then tells what he saw: 

''What I saw nothing to do with sllllgglers. Two creatures such as I 
had never seen were walking along one behind the other toward the 
dark mass that I had noticed on the track .•. both creatures were 
dressed in one-piece outfits like the dress that divers wear. They 
were very short, probably less than three and half feet tall, but 
very wide in the shoulders, and the helmets protecting their 'heads' 
looked enonnous. I could see their legs, small in proportion to 
their height, it seemed to me, but on the other hand I couldn't see 
any anns. I don't know whether they had any •.• I was no more than 
six feet from the two fonns when I was blinded by an extremely 
powerful light, like a magneshun flare .•• ! closed my eyes and tried 
to yell, but I couldn't, it was just as if I had been paralyzed. I 
tried to move but my legs wouldn't obey me." 56. 

When the ray switched off, feeling returned to Dewilde's limbs. t-1ean
while the creatures had left the area in their machine. 

The local police were immediately contacted by Dewilde who made such a 
bad impression at first by his fearful!, agitated state, that the lawmen 
were inclined to believe the fellow was crazy, but the police finally con
vinced themselves the story was worth checking and allowed the man to lead 
them to the spot of the supposed encounter, the· Blanc-P-tisseron rail line 
that passed close to the rear of M. Dewilde's house. Examining the site 
police picked up some blacken stones that may have been affected by a 
rocket-like exhaust and noted five deep impressions on one of the wooden 
rail ties that seemed very fresh. It was suggested that actual physical 
evidence may exist to back up Dewilde's incredible story. 57. 
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Dewilde draws the craft and its two occupants. 

La Voix du Nord 14 May 1968. p.l. 

"·Nord 

·. 
·. 

More drawings by Dewilde. 

Nord-France 17 September 54. pp.X,XI. 

_qu'il a YU. 
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''Very name excludes carmunication." 

Besides local police led by Camri.ssioner Gouchet, representatives of the 
French "Air Police" arrived from Paris to scrutinize the stones at the sup
posed landing site in the Dewilde case, stones that appeared to have been 
subjected to extreme heat, or using a better word, that seemed to have been 
"calcined." M. Dewilde became curious about the results of the official 
analysis but when he inquired, he was informed by the authorities that: 

"The official body working in liason with the Air Police belong to 
the Ministcy of Natimal Defense. The very name of this Ministry 
excludes the idea of any cormmication." 58. 

The French Minister of Defense, Monsieur Robert Cally, told a reporter 
for the France~~ on Februaty 21, 1974 that: 

"In 1954 a department was set up in the Ministere des Annees for 
the purpose of collecting and studying eyewitness accounts of these 
apparitions of unidentified objects." 59. 
Another source dealing with this matter was a publication issued by the 

Institute of Advanced Studies of National Defense ll'hich infoms us: 

"As for the study of the UFO phenomenon, it has not ceased in France 
to be the resposihility of the (E.M.) of the Air Force(Bureau of Per· 
spective and Studies)." 60. 

More about the "Air Police," and other sightings. 

Although failing to learn as lll.lCh as he wanted, UFO researcher Aime t.fichel 
did identify the "Air Police group," an official cormdttee of scientific per
sonnel with militaty rank in the French Air Force. It seems that a certain 
Colonel Hartin was in charge with two other Colonels under him: Colonels Gal
vardin and Poncet(First names not available). These officers were assisted 
by some unidentified lower ranks. Michel characterhed the additional per
sonnel as a few "young men fresh from school." 61. This rather scant data 
was probably culled from press reports. 

Other reports: 

That same Friday evening(the lOth) west of Paris, at 10:00 p.m., a UFO re~ 
port was made at Villenetme~en-Chevrie. A brilliant oval object was spotted 
by a Mme. Traussier. 62. 

More important then that however, were two reports that lent support to 
the Dewilde case. At the village of lblain, just to the south of ~arouble, 
two people saw a red blob in the sky caning from the direction of Quarouble 
at approximately 10:30 p.m., the time of the supposed "encotmter with two 
creatures" behind Dewilde's home. The witnesses at Clmain were M. Edmnd 
Auverlot and a M. Hublard. Moveover, some Frenclunen returning from a dance 
at the village of Vicq sighted a reddish luninosity in the air when they were 
"'mile fran Quarouble. The time was:10:30 p.m. The course of the UFO as re~ 
ported by these men agreed with that given by the witnesses at CW!aing. 63. 

September lZth. 

The Mazaud encounter of the lOth, having finally come to the attention of 
authorities, was investigated on the 12th by a police detad'lllent from the 
town of Ossel. The publicity generated by the Dewilde story probably protJt~t
ed the response. M. Maz.aud was very reluctant to retell his experience, and 
when the site of the supposed encounter was checked, no trace of the creature 
or its machine was found. 
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Investigators and journalists were skeptical which is no doubt why the 
Dewilde case got much more press coverage. The one positive impression 
about the f.fazaud story was the man's solid reputation in the COIIIIIlDlity. 
64. 

September 13th 

UFO activity was reported in Holland beginning on the 13th. Locations 
of sightings included Zuidlaarderneen, Groningen, and many other cities. 
65. 

On the 13th M. De\o~ilde was questioned throughly for a second til'le by a 
joint task force, an interrogation method used by law enforcement to test 
the suspect's memory, the theory being that if a man is telling a lie, he 
will be hard pressed to remember the exact details of his original ans
wers. M. Dewilde passed the test with flying colors. 

Barring a hoax, which authorities were now inclined to do, the JOOst 
rational possibility was some clandestine operation by a crime group, 
that perhaps a helicopter had landed at the spot that night and in the 
darkness Dewilde became frighten and confused. This idea was quickly 
abandoned however when an on-site survey was made, it was apparent there 
was no way a helicopte't' could have touched down due to the maze of power 
lines in the area. 66. 

September 14th. 

Some 150 miles north of Rome, Italy, at 
the town of Pitigbano which is located in 
a mercury mining area, Italy's first fly
ing saucer report of 1954 was made: "One 
report was sent in by a local post office 
official, Luigi Becherini, who described 
it as a flying vessel with strange flight 
characteristics. His accmmt was corrobo
rated in by friends and other ~tnesses in 
the area." 67. 

September 15th. 

Whatever the reason, perhaps due to the 
extensive press coverage given to the Dewilde 
and Mazaud cases, UFO reports gTeatly lllllti
plied. Aime Michel,known by many as a UFO 
investigator, received as many letters as the 
newspapers it seems. In their letters to 
Michel, sentiments expressed were similar, 
with people saying they always had their 
doubts about "flying saucers," but in their 
case they were sure they saw "something." 
68, 

September 15th. "Dark mass." 
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In the French department of !sere near the town of Feyzin, a large 
dark mass was spotted hanging in the air approximately 30 feet above 
the grmmd. Attention was drawn· to the object in the sky when it emit
ted a bright white light that lit up the road in front ot a passing 
motorist. After startling the driver, the object sped away, tnl'OWlJlg 
off brilliant, noisy, sparks. 69. 
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Authorities in a dilemma. 

As mentioned before, UFO researcher Jacques Vallee correctly points out 
that French officials now had a big problem on their hands in that UFO re
ports had become:" ••. so coherent and so incredible that they could no 
longer be dismissed as fariliar phenomena." 70. 

The only choice open to authorities, other than accepting the stories 
at face value, was to call people liars(a tricky legal problem and not a 
real option) or play down the incidents as much as possible while seeking 
some psychological explanation. 

While it was true authorities did not really officially indorse any 
idea of ''visitors from space," field investigative teams did not always 
seem to op~rate with much discretion, unless questionable speculation can 
to tnced '1.0 local police that often accCillp8nied governmental and military 
investigators. 

'!'he French Air Police make a mistake? 

It would be hard to say that the French military was engaged in any so
called "UFO cover-up" similar to one often attributed to the U.S. Air Force 
by UFO buffs, if one uses the Dewilde imestigation as any I!Uide. After the 
Air Police visited Quarouble on the 14th of September, interrogating the wit· 
ness and examining the area of rail crossing ·N. 79 behind Dewilde's house, 
the military men could have refused comnent, leaving people to speculate on 
Dewilde's sanity, but incredibly the officials seemed to have made little 
effort to play down the supposed incident or restrict the release of the re
sults of their field investigation, freely talking to the press about how 
Dewilde's narrative seemed to have been confirmed by the checks being made. 
Indeed, the paper France-Soir reported on the Air Police investigation and 
called the supposed creatures ''Martians" lolhich is strong stuff when included 
in a news article featuring authorities. 

Scrutinizing the railroad tracks, the military investigators located no 
footprints and had to settle for an examination of the fresh indentations 
discovered on a railroad tie. The distance between the marks were carefully 
measured. Three were clustered in the middle some 43 centimeters apart, with 
two others 67 centimeters away to each side. O:te of the Air Police suggested 
the strange machine reported by Dewilde landed on "legs" rather than wheels, 
thus making the marks on the wood. 71. There was no compelling reason to 
associate the marks with the UFO report and certainly no canpelling reason to 
assune a machine landed there on "legs." The effect was to give an ·unofficial 
blessing to a lot of wild talk about "l'homne de l'espace." 

"Sanething from Heaven." India. 

According to our source: 

"(}) september 15,1954, in Hanbhun, Bihar, India, a Ijapada Chatterjee 
(manager of a mica mine) and hundreds of others watched a saucer-shaped 
object descend to an altitude of about 500 feet. The UFO hovered, then 
soared upwards at great speed causing a tremendous gust of wind. The 
object was a mine which has supplied beryllillll for the U.S. Atomic 
Energy Conmission." 72. 
Another source adds :"Eight hundred frighten Biharis fled into their homes, 

as a sahu(holy man)warned them the object was 'sanething from heaven." 73. 
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"Not optical tricks." 
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September 17th. 

It was a moonless night, the night of the 17th, and the small lamp on 
M. Yves David 1 s bicycle proj ect:ed a feeble beam. As he peddled dawn Route 
0·1 near Cenon, France; a o6p00ky, wooded are•; he became aware of a strange 
prickling feeling as if he was receiving an electrical shock. A paralysis 
crept over his body until he had to stop and dismount. The bicycle's 
lamp, fed by pedal power, went out.leaving David in a darkness lit only by 
the stars. 

Down the road a bit David could barely make out an oblong dark mass he 
estimated was about 9 feet wide and three feet high. David wanted to flee 
but his muscles wou1dn' t obey. Unable to move, David watched as a shadowy 
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figure left the vicinity of the dark mass and moved toward hint. As the 
figure came near, David could only determine that the thing was a 
living creature "smaller than a man." The being carne close enough to 
tooch. David's shoulder and utter SOOlething that he could not cmprehend, 
afterwhich the being returned to the dark mass. Within nonents after 
that, the dark mass emitted a greenish light and launched itself skyward 
with terrific velocity. With the departure of the dark mass, control 
returned to David's limbs. He was back to nonnal except for a bad case 
of nerves, an intense fear that made him t~le. 74. 

According to the newspaper France~ Dimanche , Yves David heard the 
words , if indeed they \rere . woraS:""tii'npfi ••• (J'robrezebri ..• Troboranana!" 
75. 1he paper proposed:" •.• the publication of a Prance-Martian dic
tiona-ry for use by madmen." 76. · 

Prelt.de? Italy. 

The time was 4:42p.m. September 17, 1954. In the Tuscany area of 
Italy near the town of Pittigliano, a town that experienced a flying 
saucer visit back on the 14th, a couple of hunters named Fom.iconi and 
Bacherini heard a nmtler of odd explosions caning fran above their 
heads. Looking skyward the b«) men saw smething rotmd and white tra
velling through the air exhibiting a lateral oscillation. While under 
observation the object picked q:l speed and soon vanished over the south
ern horizon in the direction of Rcme. 

Within minutes a brilliant point of light appeared over ,the Eternal 
City. 77. 

Raile. Thundering II)'Stety thing. 

Italy got into the UFO si¥:ting business in spectacular fashion min
utes after the Pittigliano s1ghting when a "thing'' appeared over Rane, 
armounc:ing its presence with staccato thunder sounds. The "~'parked 
in the sky for a while, and then ~ straight up, leaving behind a 
stream of white SJOOke. (See newsclipping) 

1he mst widely published account of the Raile incident was by eyewit
ness Michael Orlni.go, an 00 correspondent stationed in the Italian 
Capital, but witnesses nmber in the thousanis, 

The object was first spotted at 4:45 p.m.. llllnediately press in
quiries were made. Reporters contacted a military facility at Ciaq'lino 
airport outside Rane and learned personnel in that area had seen the 
object, calling the thing a ''half cigar," The same observers estim· 
ated the "cigar'' was IIKJVing at ~ 179 mph and was at an altitu:le of 
approxil'lately 3,500 feet. The reports frc:n the airport also said there 
was smoke cor.ri.ng fran the object as it lllOVed, apparent!!' during bori
zonal travel, the rear ~ion ejecting sane luminous vapor bra short 
trail. Word fran the 11111itary base also mentioned a brief ''dive" by the 
UFO, a drop of about 1, 200 feet, after which the thing rose again to its 
original height. This maneuver was acc~anied by a change in the 
orientation of the object:s axis, the end with the exhaust pointed down. 
Unlike the account of correspondent Michael Ol.inigos. there is no men
tion of a vertical departure from the area. 78. · 
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Aime Hichel' s sources mention a 20 minute radar tracking of the ob
ject by an Italian military station at the small village of Pratica di 
Mare. 

Reports indicate the "cigar" left the Rome area at 6:20 p.m. An 
INS dispatch (See clipping) states that at 6:40p.m., 20 minutes later, 
the radar site at Practica Dilnace, tracked the object until 7:28p.m., 
plotting its course along the Mediterranean coast at 3,600 feet altitude. 

Candor by the Italian military did not ·endure. Taking notice of of
ficial UFO record keeping, Jacque Vallee wrote(in 1967) in his book 
Anatomy of the Phenomenon that:'The Italian Air Force op.ce issued a 
vague statement concernmg its files, which contained, in their own 
words, only very limited information on objects seen flying on the 
eastern coast of their country in 1954." 79. 

BUJE BOOK and the ''Roman cigar." 

.America's military UFO investigation effort, project BUJE BOOK, did 
receive a short teletype message from overseas about the Rome manifesta
tion which contained details not found in civilian sources: 

"UFOB CI.M Cf<JE SHAPE OF JELLYFISH WHEN Sl'ATIONARY BUT CIGAR SHAPED 
SHAPED IN MOTICN IlJE PARTLY TO TRAIL PD LESS 1HAN A CENTIMETtR AT 
.ARt-6 LENG'IH PD SILVER COLOR WITii RED VIOLET S1'REAKS AL<H> ONE SIDE 
Willi CIRCLE OF DARK GREY CR BlACK BENEA'Il:l POOSIBLY SEPERATE OBJECf 
PD ONLY <l-!E OBJEcr DEFINITE PD WHEN KJIJING TRAIL APPEARED LIKE SHORT 
CONTRAIL Bt.IT ALWAYS SAME LIN:iH1l:l AB<lJT 'IWO CENTIMETERS AT ARMS LENG
Hrn PD NO SClJND HEARD PD 'IWO CI.M CIPMPINO CONTROL TO'ffiR OPERATORS 
WERE WATQIING SKY S»> OBJECf APPROAQI FRCH AZIMJ'IR OF 270 TO 280 DEG 
~LE EU:V UNK BUT APPEARED HIGH APPROArnED TO ABaJT TIIIR!Y KILO
t.fETERS DISTANT DESCENDED TO APPARFNr ALTiniDE OF 6000 TO 10000 FT 
CUt RIJ.IA.INED STATIONARY CI.N WEN HOIIED NOR'Il:l TCWARDS CMTAVECCNIA 
TO AZIWI'H 290 DEG CIM GAINED ALTITUDE 1liEN MOVED WES1WARD DISAPPEAR
ING AT AZU.IUfH OF 270 DEG CIM Ul'/ EU:VATION A~LE BECAr·1E CONFUSED Willi 
S<J..!E CL<lJDS PD IN SIGHT 30 f..UNlfl"ES CLEARLY AND OCCASIONALLY FOR ANarnER 
15 HINUI'ES PD TiiREE CUf SEEN Willi NAKED EYE AND Willi BINOCULARS FRCJ.f 
CIAHPINO AIRFIELD CONTROL T<l'lER CIM AlSO REPORTED TPACKED BY RADAR BY 
AIR DEFENSE UNIT BUT REPORT Nm' AVAL Fa.JR ClJ.1 164SZ TO 171SZ OCCAS 
UNTIL 1730Z ON 17 SEP 54 PD JUST BEFORE SUNSET AND TCMARDS SUN PD 
FIVE CI.M VISUAL OBSERVERS WERE IN CONI'ROL TrnffiR CIAr·fPINO AIRFIELD 14 
KILCMETERS SOOTHEA.ST RCNE ITALY PD RADAR UNIT ON COAST TO WEST EXACT 
Pffi UNK PD SIX CU-1 lliiS RPT BASED ON OBSERVATICN OF LT GIUSTINIANIN 
OF CI.MIPINO AIRFIELD A~ COL PAGLIASCI DEPlnY CCMDR ClJ.! CAPT tDITANA 
OF RCr.IE CCNI'ROL ClJ.I SEVERAL VISITORS AND C1rnER CONI'ROL TCWER OPERATORS 
PD IDEm'ITY OF 'RADAR PERSONNEL UNJ(N<Jm." 80. 

In later years there was sane confusion over one aspect of the case. 
Two French critics, Barthel and Brucker, made a claim that was countered 
by an Italian UFO researcher, Dr. Roberto Pinotti. Concerning an explan
ation of the incident, professor Pinotti wrote in 1987 that: 

"Barthel's and Brucker's conclusion is:' dementi deux yours apres 
dans la presse italienne(in~ormation AFP).' 

"On the contrary, the Italian press did not disprove the case; the 
same Italian .~r Force indirectly confirmen-in a communique what 
had happened, only denying the object's tracking by radar." 1 81. 
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The Italian military. Some honest answers? 

The "cigar" over Rome the previous day caused such a sensation the 
Italian press flocked to Ciampino airport to question the military 
?fficer on duty during the IJFO's passage. 

The reaction of the Italian military, like that of the French, was in 
sharp contrast to American military behavior. The press was allowed ac
cess to the officer who talked freely. The Italian officer discussed 
details and offered opinions that were hardly of a debunking nature, 

The officer in question, Lt. Bruno Giustiniani, told reporters: 

"The fact is both undeniable and inexplicable. The foreign 
object was able to travel rapidly and also to remain absolutely 
motionless for minutes at a time. It sent out a very brilliant 
silvery-colored light. That is all we can say." 82. 

And then, apparently without prompting, Lt. Giustiniani referred to 
the theory about flying saucers being pushed by the Gennan astronomer 
Hans Haffner, an idea given widespread publicity a week earlier by the 
German newspaper Die Zeit. Professor Haffner, Europe's answer to Amer
ica's Dr. Donald Menzer;-wanted everyone to believe UFOS were just ex
amples of ball lightning. The Italian lieutenant, however, remarked 
that such a theory did not explain the "Roman cigar" due to the details 
reported: the "antenna," the sharp outline of the object, and the vapor 
seen(he might have also mentioned the duration of the sighting). 83. 

More French cases on the 17th. 

"A little pink cloud." 

Some 45 minutes after the "cigar" sighting at Rome, the "cigar" 
moving off in a northwest direction toward France, a series of UFO 
sightings were made in central France, the main region being the Puy
de-Dome Department. 

One of the French observers remarked: 

"Last Friday I was at home, in the Rue Champfleury, Clennont
Ferrand. Looking through a window at about 7:15 p.m., I saw a 
little pink cloud above Puy-de-Dome. Its shape made me curious. 
By using the electric wires against the sky opposite my window 
as checkmarks, I could tell that it was moving. 
"I got a small telescope that I own, of about 2SX power. I 

didn't have time to mount it on its tripod, so that my view 
was a little wavering. But I could determine perfectly clearly 
that it was a flying craft. I could see a black dot in front 
of a luminous tail, but I couldn't estimate the distance and 
speed. 
"I thought for a IOCJI!lent ~hat it must be a jet plane with its 

contrail illuminated by the sunset. But I was puzzled, for the 
trail was exceptionally luminous, and besides, the object and 
its trail disappeared abruptly." 84. 

An engineer and his wife were motoring on a mountain road in the 
area. The husband said: · 

"We wanted to continue watching, so I started the car, and we 
were able to see it again after several turns in the road. My 
wife and I observed it at leisure for six minutes altogether. 
At first I thought it some UllUSual kind of a comet. But when 
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I read the papers later and learned that a similar object had been 
seen over Ratte three quarters of an hour earlier, I attached more 
importance to my observation." 85. 

Mrica. Ivory Coast(French West Mrica) 8:30p.m. September 18th. 

Fifteen minutes after a gray disc was reported in Morocco, North Mrica, 
2,000 miles south at the Ivory Coast a glowing object approached the town 
of Danane at 8:30p.m. The object, which was variously described as cir
ular or elliptical in shape, slowed to a stop above Danane where it hover
ed. Nllnerous people beheld this curious sight, among them a Catholic priest 
named Father f-iyard; the local chief of police, M. Roux and his wife; a Dr. 
Mariani, a businessman named Sory Diallo, and a group of -women, one of which 
was a Mne. Bois. 

These witnesses kept watch tmtil the UFO began to move again at 9:.05 p.m. 
The sky was dark by then but the object must have been at a low altitude 
since its silhouette was clearly visible, the thing's outline changing from 
a circle to an ellipse as it flew away. 86. 

A brief mention about the case in the American magazine New Yorker adds 
the folowing details: - ----

''The Governor of the French Ivory Coast received a commmication 
from the Administrator of Danane, wh'l declared that for half an 
hour on the night of September 19th ( ?) he, his wife, many savages , 
the chief French doctor, and a missionary priest watched an 
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unidentified oval flying machine equipped with a cupola and 
searchlights, which left two luminous halos behind when it 
disappeared. The Governor has demanded an investigation.'' 87. 

Soubre(French West Africa) 

A similar incident occurred at the town of Soubre when a strange ob
.ject sped to a point overhead, remained motionless .~'"or a time, and then 
shot straight up, quickly growing smaller as it gained height. 88. 

Septeri>er 18th. 

Casablanca, Morocco. 8:15 p.m. 

If we can believe a H. Guitta, he was nearly nm off the road by a fly
ing disc on September 18th. It seems that about 8:15 p.m. , while motoring 
on a coastal road near Casablanca in Morocco, !of. Guitta was surprised to 
see in his rear-view mirror a gray object diving on his car. He tensed 
for an iflvact but the speeding gray object missed the car, zooming by at 
eye level so close a strong gust of air pushed his vehicle to one side. 
As the gray obj ect JOOVed away , now directly in front of Gui tta where he 
could get a good look, the disc shape of the object was clearly seen. 89. 

America. September 18th. New Baden, Illinois. 

"Fluorescent rectangular box." 

Early in the rooming with the sky softly lit by the sun which was still 
below the horizon, a senior civilian electronic engineer employed at Scott 
AFB, Illinois; was busy fishing at a lake near the city of New Baden. 

tlliile casting for bass , the man glanced up in time to see a very odd 
object in a shallow dive, passing through the trees, apparently within 
seconds of crashing into the ground. The tree line screened the fate of 
the object and no somd was heard the entire time so it is not known what 
happened after the object disappeared from view. 

A military teletype message to BLUE BOOK said of the object's appear
ance: 

''RECTANClJIA.R BOX. SIZE OF AIITO OlLY SCUARED OFF WI1HiliT BI..MPERS. 
RED AND PINKISH GUJII IN 1liE UPPER LEFT ~HAND Cm!ER AND A GRF.EN 
AND BUJE Gl..CM FRCM 1liE REST OF 1liE BOIJY Willi 1liE BRIQm.!F.SS OF A 
FWORF.SCENT LIGffl'." 90. 

Fiery sign in the heavens. 

A huge green fireball streaked over Colorado and New ttexico at 8: 40 
p.m. Septerrber 18th. The fiery object zoaned above Santa Fe giving off a 
glare that was blinding. Takirg a half minute to cross tho sky, the fire
ball left a luminous cloud and disturbed radio and T.V. signals. The 
phenomenon reminded some of the mysterious "green meteors" of years pass
ed. In fact, Dr. Lincoln La Paz, for one, remarked that the thing was 
''unusual" and not an ordinary neteor. 91. 

E.J. Ruppelt's friend, Jim Phalen, on the staff of the Long Beach, 
california, Press·Telegram, immediately informed the ex-BUJE BOOK chief 
of this latest appearanceof a possible "green firebalL" We don't know 
what Phalen said and why he felt the incident was so ilrportant but he 
must have been rootivated by knowledge learned from his Air Force buddy. 
9Z. 
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September 19th. 

Just north of Vichy and approxlln3tely in the center of France is the village 
of Rangers where a bright elliptical UFO crossed the sky at 4:30 the afternoon 
of September 19th. A second UFO quickly followed the fitst, zipping by direct· 
ly overhead, the object clearly revealed its circular outline. Instead of 
ignoring the village like the earlier UFO, this object braked to a stop, Made a 
big orbit of the community, and then swiftly left on a southeastly course. -

MOments later at Beal Pass, some 40 miles southeast of Rangers, three sis· 
ters having a picnic , »ne • Delaire , Hade 1 ine Gauthier , ani Marie 0\ris tine ; 
sighted a gray metallic-looking disc come out of the northern sky and hover 
within easy viewing distance. The women watched as the flat object hovered 
for approximately half a minute, swaying gently, until it sped away in the 
direction of Clermont-Ferrand. 

A couple of motorcyclists passing by at the time added their test~y to 
that of the sisters. 

Another sOCh object appeared at Montlucon at the same time. Hontlucon is 
about 70 miles northwest of Beal Pass. 9!. · 

Series of reports in the Sane region of France. Sightings at Vaudrechinh, 
Cberdorf£, and Tromborn. The most interesting was the one at Vaudrechinh. 
The case follows. 

An electrician by the name of Rene Paul saw something above the village, 
an elongated object that glowed with neon intensity. The time of this sight
ing is not known. 

A short distance from Vaudrechinh, about a mile as the crow flies in that 
hilly COI.Dltry, at the tiny village of Cllerdorff, a policeman named Louis ~loll 
had this experience: 

"Sunday evening at about 9:15, a bright light appeared in the east, 
crossed the sky, slowed down, and came down on the heights east of 
Tromborn. From a distance I saw the object land on the ground, and 
its luminosity diminish. Its size seemed to be about that of a small 
bus. After staying on the ground fOT about 40 seconds, the light became 
reddish and I thought I could see sanething black nnving in front, just 
a silhouette. fhen tne motionless object carne to life again, rose up 
vertically, it seemed to me, and looked then like a red ball which went 
off at once toward the southeast, becoming flatter before it disappear
ed." 94. 

News from St·Pere-en-Retz on September 20th raised questions again among 
twO buffs whether mysterious sky blasts, frequently reported, as well as 
"Angel Hair," had anything to do with the UFO riddle. Speculation was that 
UFOs were breaking the sound barrier high in the atmsphere,and that the 
ephemeral material called "angel Hair" was some sort of by-product of saucer 
propulsion. ( Conventional scientists blamed meteors for the 1D!explained sky 
quakes. and the whit ish threads on wind ·blown spider web filaments. ) 

The evening of the 20th a powerful blast shook houses in the region sur
rounding St·Pere·en-Rtz, a town in France situated near the mouth of the 
Loire river. People rushed fran their homes and scanned the sky but could 
see nothing lDlusual, but within a few moments strands of "Angel Hair" were 
seen raining down on the countryside. 95. 
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The Aetherius Society. 

The failure of flying saucers to appear in the sky over the English 
village of Avebury, as reported by the London ~ ~irror, on September 
lOth was not due to the lack of effort to sUiliiiOil~~loads of eager 
students of telepathy were on site, doing their best to make mental con
tact with the disc pilots. 

Chly a· George King, 18 years an occultist, claimed some !"ucceo::s. f.fe <l~
clared he ''heard a physical voice" fran a so--called "Master of Aetherius" 
who asked King to prepared the F.arth to join an "Interplanetary Parliment" 
headquartered on Saturn.. Mr. King went on to establish the Aetheriu:< Sod
ety, probably the nearest thing to a ''UFO religion'· with formalized rituals 
by robed participants. Regular services were conducted to make mental con
tact with a "b1g mother ship" that was supposed to enter into orbit around 
the Earth frequently to "radiate specific energies" to "receptive minds." 

The time was ripe for King's organization. There was a lost of trust in 
military and academic institutions due to lDlConvincing explanations offered 
to explain UFOs by authorities, if, indeed, officials did not ignore them 
altogether or even ridicule sightings. Moreover, the fear of a possible 
nuclear war, as well as unease over the real dangers of radioactivity from 
atomic testing, further undermined public confidence in rational science 
and government policies. 

Subsequent "contacts on mental wavelens:ths" claimed by King produced a 
whole body of supposed knowledge from ''Venusians" arrl other "space intel
ligences." A sm-vey of Aetherius Society literature indicates that King's 
ideas were inspired by America's George Adamski. 96. 

''Tremend_ous speed, extreme altitude." (See Naval Speed letter) 

South Africa. 

Mysterious objects in the skies of Natal were sighted bv scores of 
people in the weeks preceeding September 2lst,as reported by the newspaper 
Natal ,rcury under the headline:''Ne.tal A Happy Htmting Ground For Flying 
Saucer 1.s1tors." 

en the 21st some well qualified witnesses joined the ranks of UFO re
porters in the region. At Durban, South Mrica, on the Indian O:ean 
coast, Weather Bureau official Helena Schoeman was tracking a weather 
balloon with a theodolite when she spotted a strange ''triangular object" 
several tllnes bigger than the balloon and at a much greater altitude, per
haps thousands of feet higher. Sunllloned by Miss Schoeman, weather of-
ficial Norman Swale took over the theodolite and examined the strange 
object as it maneuvered. Neither he or Miss Schoeman could identify 
the object. 97. 

One from America. 

Barstow, California. Emitted sparks. Zig-zag descent. 

Civilians near Barstow, California, the evening of September 21st 
( 0900Z) not iced a round , reddish -orange object in the dark sky. It 
appeared to be the size of a softball(at arm's length?) and displayed 
the peculiar characteristic of emitting s~arks from all sides as it 
travelled a zig-zag, descending, course toward the southwest. A 
small flying light moved about in the vicinity of the ''colored ball" 
apparently not physically connected. 
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Just prior to moving out of sight, the objP.Ct hovered for a time. 
The object was in view for some 20 minutes. :witnesses included two 
Barstow policemen and four members of the Provost Harshall 's Office 
of the Barstow Marine Corps Depot. 98. 

Hoax in the Azores? 

()l september 21st a civilian guard at the International Airport at 
Santa Maria, the Azores, claimed an encounter with a tall, hwnan -like, 
blond-haired, saucer pilot. 99. Vitorino I.ourenco Honteiro's* story 
was one of the few overseas cases preserved in American military files. 
(See reproduced BLUE BOOK documents) 

It should be noted that Mr. Monteiro knew French which gave him 
good access to :atropean UFO news. That fact, and the fact that one 
can buy many different newspapers at an International Airport, suggests 
that the guard may have known a lot about "saucer pilots and saucer 
landings." · 

September 22nd. 

Bizarre boaaenng. Miarshfield, Missouri. 

The next case will be submitted with little corrunent. It's as in
credible as many others, but its worth is questionable for the simple 
reason it is unique, nothing reported before or since resembles the ob
ject described. There is a possiblity the story was a hoax inspired 
by articles in the Springfield newspapers. --The Springfield press had 
been publicizing the zany Buck Nelson contactee yam just weeks before, 
and if one consults a map,one can see that the town of Marshfield is a 
just down th~ road from Stringfield. (See reproduced BLUE BOOK report) 

long Beach, california. 

An observer sighted a round, yellowish-orange, fireball off shore 
some SO degrees above the horizon the night of September 22nd. In view 
some 20 minutes, the fireball was stationary when first spotted, and 
then it moved out to sea where it stopped a while before moving even 
farther from shore. It stopped again, and then moved again in like 
matter. This process was repeated until the UFO disappeared over the 
horizon. 100. 

September 22nd. 

"Vast hninous object." 

A number of UFO reports fran Paris and the countryside armmd the 
great city were preceeded by the appearance of a spectacular sky object 
the evening of September 22nd. 

There was a high overcast at 7:30 p.m. when the first sighting was 
made at St-0\eron. <Alt of the east-northeast, moving below the clouds, 
was a vast glowing bulk. In view for approximately 3Ji minutes, its ap
proach was slow. One of the witness-s was M. Cyrille Maillard who said 
the object was "playing its lights" whatever that meant. Unfortunately 
no more detail fran M. Maillard is available. 

The vast luminous object arrived over Arpajon just moments later and 
was spotted by a Mne. 0\atelin. Again the report is very brief. 

*Jacque Vallee,in his book ~sport to Magoni~(Regnel1', 1969, P:ZlO) 
gives the guard's name whi was-aetetea riOOt U.S. Air Force f1les . • 
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50.ooo• -3Cia-.1TIIData"·· 
50,.000~ -30 a~ m-.. 
~ .. ooa. .. ~ uam.a· .. 

c:. Cef1fDc' ~ a..: 
d. Yi.U'r.U1ty-- UhU.al.t.d 
h lAf eloud at, 2IXJ I 
r. !'ems-
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,~.IR lt-.tcL&.I'-JC.I"\'-c it~fUKMAiieir(:-'REPORt' 

-
~a. •· Naae: 

_.. u. Coa:met~tr ~ the llepo.rt~ O!!icer~ l.sto.It. lt:lbel1l' D-0'•-n.,_Wizle:InteUJ.-
, r;mae- Ofi'icer1-

· The all«~ mtQl'lll.tion. --relate(£ tJriA;., --- •. · ~- . • _;.. ~ 
U" ar,;,:r· Port~ a .Intematimlll... Ci.-rll. 41rpQrt;. f4. Santa. Jhna.._ ~IICn"'llt"~. duiizlca. 

·pe:r!J intern-- ~lr tbe: reporti~ oUicer... . . 

AceordS.rc to the- etor.r npo.rted br Lt. ,. tfle ~-the: ~rtrup.-
·object.: land.- .L bload-laired •a appraxiatelT 51- 1011 ia be:liJlt;. pt'; out• -ned•ft'er
t.o hia. and spok!l m.a st.raage l&ngaags 1rllich tbl!l r;aard dl.cf nato IIDifmst&Dd'.. 'fllr · 
g-carct attel!pted t~ conTer.~e ill Fl'IIIICiz. wl.tbo!Jt;.IIUCC•s•- After & ll1mte oe ao ot this 

·.tile· beadllgbts at' a car -re sem appraachillg the- r;wsrd post~ 1IIW:Ir.: a in. tbe-lllddle 
· ~ aa iDter.seet:l.oD with l"CCld:l' l.eadiJig: to· the~ JXIrl. aa the islmd• the to.t t:4: 
YilJ& del J'orto -ad the a.irport. the strange ·lllllll' patted the· gna~ Oil the:- tack oC Ids 
sboulder' 1a. a !riellcflT !asbic:a lllld g~' 'tack mto td.s ·~ c1gar8" (tess 11Sed: bT 
- __ ; •. !&Stead a satetT belt. across: h1.7 ll!.:t:lle md so- eboulder stra~.,. ~-

- aee1111nglT pashed a }llrtt~~:~ .. The cr&tt took arr with it.s DDSe m1sed a. !t~tr d~ 
-li'Olll. tbe horisoatal,. tra'l'l!led a !fill'" teet, then laftled art and si!Gt. a~~ ·~· 

··wp. 
.:.. 

!bat oei:apmt& aC t.he car'llbost!' hea~: cawsed the des:uf;1v.e: ot tblt-< ~-;: 
rtmagw - stopped:ta ask t.btr li:1DI'Ifwlla~ tba ~tt ~- tbq-lltlt:sellllt...,.. 
Jdao part., n.· &1IIIZd relMed. a pu-C ftC Ids .-to~Tto- ~:-peopta-- fr& ~car.. ~--. 
"»&!*~,..-.t.c~~·-~ tbe :fnri"-rt to.ld:r ~tilE t•rat.adl:" 
,._. - S.wi~.a~ -~,.~~.tfii · · "~~t&ii'~ · · 1:' 

,tr.smn j$J.amt~at"~1f.ria.· · j4 ~ar~~:~~=-~..v~, 
,_.azr: alt'11::1al..np.re cCt!Je inc:ldf!llt" late t.!M·!~ dlT• !laCa&J:d.tateda 
'_.. t_.acand wldl.,t.btr l'tmi!Ge- .as Irll!feat. ta tldllkabout al'ftiiU.rlg !d.-.. .. ·. · 

~--- .. <~~~:C."'~ :-;_f t'~:·. ·.:~ ~- ·'. -. :. ~. ,. .. : 'j -~ • . _.::- ': ;,:/·.:~-~- .~, . .>. ~->:~ .. ~ .'... ::•: -- ... :: .. :. ·--~~-~ ~~:~:~ -~~. ~ 
Lt. ~ .. .lt:&hd. 11e: lild 1d'ermptttd. the cuaz·tft!zrett dap ·m- a. ~ar~ >.: 

. nceinnf tb~ __ darT- ellc.Ir.. aeeftJ.aa.,;. ·.~ .. ,_ .... - -· ·'-;'- : •. ·. . ·~~ ~;·:_y· 
~:,.~;.i -~-~~-.-.-.. .- ... ·:;,··~· :.~=-::--· , -~-~ ... ~:~:·· 

• !llcl a talder tan or statGB:ltlr &ad dr:w:W'1llgs cu thfs i.Dcidart, 1lldel: 
. ba kept ia his sale. Re dlspla,.ecl a. zoagb. dzlt1rlnc at the objed,. taken !Z'VIt tllb 
tne,.. t.a the repgrtiJ:I& oCt1c.r., lil tb:b ~ .. the p1ll:lt ot th• object - -ted 

·_ appzudlat.el,y 1a. the ld.d:ll4t at his craft at a a~ blcba:rd slaut trOll. "ftrtk&l• 
· n. sbape ot the objeet; - a1Jiil&r to that. ot a. pecan me or & tootblll GC:ept. it 

dlct nut. baTe u- prCIDOWICiiCla poiat at thft' fraat: all!:! rear. 

'rba ra-m :b 25-ell ,_.,. olct aml ~liT f':rua c to.a- De&l" t.i.sbaa- Br· 
w rep~zted by the SaDta lllda ~ Dlnetor-to be • &OOcf -r~a~r with • poliGe 

· zoeeerd. & stl!lldT. r.IJable- •n •d IlK a Det'rCIOS tJpe. . f111't.bsr ata~cl tbu-a 
:- DO e'l'1derlc_.to illdkate the paM. -w.:i 1lm!S tbt st~ Cor persem~ pahlld.tJ'• 

1rbom atect fen- b1:t per.roal.. rle8 - the-s~. :u:. _ .dat•~ Ill: 
Pft'~'1; beli.ena&~ Tha:L be- illd:1Ated be bl4 Dath:11lc to ftJIIIOZf; this beli.C. 
·llllnJ* · tfle g1llrd: ~red to. ~- dll&aUs tar-a 2: _. 3' Jlbla&a·pu-.iad at:~ 
-~ blr 8bragged&Ddla1<3 -r doll't ~ .. -~u.is-~- It:: is wr,rstZIIIIge 
. iadlled.'""e· . 

;;_ .lllr. .,.t IWnc.-a m.tiDDIX.wark:!Dg-Cor-Paa~Ura,.-·8&. 
. ..,_ ~- llarl& tel.rf a ~eatat.i'l'l!l' ct" _the u:rs .Intel11gaee ~!ell' _!Ia !ad ~ ~the 
~1~s1c!~Y of:."!.M·ulmct at ~~223Q';t.l:llt's-~SD:i!J!Ld seen· 

• '0 ~ I 0 ·' 0. - - ·-· •• ,•, o ...... . . - · · -- -- ' 0 ... 
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HUll: T-~ -

' ·~ apprm::late]Ttbe a a& tiaa- also are- replll'tecl to. bi.W: - •-. .tl'IIDCS' 1i8ldc'. 
~ &~ttJ& fleLfL 

.• 

._ llr. ...,._II.L ~•to S..t& llilr1ll: .lizput'.__to~ tllo..,~ 
· otucer SflftZil~ or b1.s 118ric:a.apl.DJee&....., llliRP'I:UC!f;~ra'IIGft-tile-&1rf'tel'd· . 
•. ctlriDC.·tbe- latter p.n. ~ S~r •. ~:loml.. mc-.u--a. t• tt.-,. aaiDr.,... 

uaber,... da~-. etc., bu: 'l:leeA req~ecl ad 'll'1l1. be: .t-rded aepaateJTwbeD= _... 
c:ei:wad .. 

S1Dca the si8htillg' ot tta •.tqiug cigar'" was •de at a. Fa~• d.nL 
abpo~ bT a l'brtqane c-zd ~- npa~illg' attlcer did aaf; bi.YW· the opport;mi~·te 
pe~-ur intang.a.te the prillc:iJ&l- Hllft'nlr, ito 1:r IQ' oplD.1.cR tla1:' tt;. 
c:oopeated to t.he tallest.. «neat; .tn. relAU~ the facta ot the c:as• aa h• liD-~ 
'fh1s 1lt Dot IUDtber-ineideato at ~o11111oaa tiJiDlr::l.D& thq saw S'o~IWIC;; the CIB:rd ei.U.r 
-the objec:to aa nparted,. or be sarucrtllillg am c:onc:octecl the eatlrw storTt'cn
reaaora ot Ids -· 1m tt. ablrenca at intonat:lalr to in~a the latter., the- tamar 
see• ta be tile- IIIISWU" npported bJ' the facts sa tar pres.t..da 

tl:e· f'o~ &Z'ticle awe-ftd ill' c Jaeal. ran=rpapaz· ~uta ia.land'(r~ .·• 
. cetzs). -} ~195tlr -at is ~ u •dtt.t'f-1 int'cmaUaE ---wax.. ,.. ·:~·- :.; 
:;~ iD.~~··.~~~ ... · . .'·' : .. . -:: ..... '.:.,(~·:~~~,,::.'.'·~·.;::''5'1I.-',:;~7i~~~ 
' .. ;· _ .; · .. : tiSmt& 1!lfllda. Z!fc .L.JIA. JlC6.B. cn--"""l b:r CBpt.a1JI.. :- r z-.a-4 •. 
-~~---rw:~~~~,~·. ao.-~·-. ..-.:· ·1'!< .. •. ~·. _ .... ~~~~-....:L=S.:.:....o.;;__.~..,.,.;··· ··r-~.:; ... -'--~~:'. .· 

,. -~--.....-~~-......... ----.... ~~ .............. ~g~'''~.~ 
· IIIIZ'\Ir lditD~· -cl-31a.l& .smzt• Wftt:' Jal&t,ibdll: blr s:tdlt.ed abmr tJa. aeea:.• ~ 

.: uptft ana. fiC &W,.Jirlll '•-..;..a.. Act:. f:or- 1llllidL 110 e~q~larwttau ._ rn~Da!alew,cc < 

:~: _.,~;~~:-~.·. ~~~~l~~;._}~~~~ii~:;i·~;;:~~~i~~f~';$~ 
.-..aU • rr-tu--=t:-~1Jcbt.·.tbla aar tll-mrtecl sld.Jt C1ndd.paqililq •••~-:' ."'· 

~ctftli-. - .,.;,~/~' :. '>;':;;) .. _i· . -~;,., -. . . . . . . :~ ':::· ~· -.·-:~:_.~·.:.'>>< 
~ ptrn n ._abo allae:rftd br-JIUSea&ftS' aboard, wbo ~~ 

&Ui1'111ed tbat: B -. a. fl;r:iqr smcer (or alxnlld be~ a tl:1Dr; sacer). rae 
~ d!.ltl" at.~ to cou ur;r darer to the ati'IIZ1;;e objet:\• wh1dl• aa t.blr p1aae 

: -"~d ~. llt.:1ll. ~ abml the water.• 
. . ' - .•. ~ .... 3 Oct~ 

. ~~&- ... *:--~.,.small,rtallad.ta-C¥--Jr.-zi:~ida. ·:. 
·· ret1IZil trtp rmcLiabGII to the Stuw CICl 'llbm au-the a~• a:rt1cle• th& Cap&afa 
·. Rat-.f it ..ar -mUAU:r carrec:t cc• tbe alt.~udlt ot the ~ ..... 15,.000 l'nt 
· Jl:re · -- at.at.t. capt;, WS pU.:lft tblr 110 to 50 YerT 'br1&ht' li&bta be 
' ai&hted abna tile -ter ~ nat sld.~ at ••• He nated. that he- baa n-·~ 

th&AtJaDtic 81Q"U.S lllld bu •eea ~. ot' lliCbted sbiJII• bat: these l1&b&a •-
· . ...: bd&hter:tolaa er blr las oar•-· · 

... ·.· ·. --~ .~~:L· 

JR.'•• ·-
.. · 

. · .. 
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The most amazing accotmt was M. Rabot's who was in the meat business in 
the town of Ponthierry. At 8:00p.m., same 30 minutes after the sighting 
at Arpajon, M. Rabot happened to be motoring south along Route N·7, ap· 
preaching St-Fargeau, when he looked up and saw a big, round, red-colored 
object inmersed in a vapor that reflected the crimson glare. The Pon· 
thierry butcher braked to a stop and gave his full attention to the marvel 
of the heavens. As the overcast drifted with the wind, the UFO maintained 
its position except for a limited drifting in various directions. On 
occasion this drifting carried the object into the overcast but the ruby· 
colored thing would reappear.- N. Rabot was beside himself with awe. There 
was no other traffic on the highway at the time, so he was unable to flag 
down a car to get more witnesses, but M. Rabot did drive quickly to the 
nearest town, Ponthierry, where he got a local official to go outdoors to 
see the big UFO in the sky. The official's wife tagged along and all three 
of them, the official, his wife, and Rabot, watched as the UFO changed 
color and shifted about. The UFO then remained still for a moment before 
zooming away to the south at high speed. The show was over. 101. 

September ZZnd. 

Route N·7 again. ''Mother ship and satellite bodies." 

The big UFO left the vicinity of St-Fargeau on a southern course. In 
that direction, not many miles south on Route·7, a t-tne. Gamundi had just 
left Fontainebleau in her car when a reflection on her car's windshield 
drew her attention to the sky. She pulled over and got out of her vehicle 
so she could see better. High up tmder the overcast was a huge ball·like 
object,surrounded by vapor,hanging in the air. 

The UFO remained stationary for about 30 minutes, and during this period 
small ltminous ball~like objects dropped fonn the lower part of the bi~ UFO. 
According to Mme. Gaundi, the small ball·lik~ objects experienced a free fall 
for scme seconds before controlling their descent, slowing down and turning 
obliquely before streaking away to scme unknown destination. The "launching" 
of these objects continued until an aircraft from Paris' Orly field appeared 
on the horizon, the aircraft easily visible with its flashing red and green 
warning lights on its wingtips and tail. , The UFO apparently reacted to the 
aircraft's approach because it suddenly rose swiftly until it was totally 
concealed in the overcast. The UFO did not reappear while f•lne. Ganundi re· 
mained on the scene even though she kept a vigil for some time. 102. 

Paris region. September ZZnrl. 

Mont·Valerian, France. Time: 8:20 p.m.(a few miles west of Paris) 

Through a window a Mne. Lauet living in the Paris suburb of Mont-Valerien 
beheld a small glowing ball approach and then fly up into a solid layer of 
cloud. This took place at 8:20 p.m. on the ZZnd. Was this ''ball" one of 
rolDld objects "launched" by the big UFO seen earlier 35 miles to the south? 
103. 

Paris, France. That same evening. 

Pedestrians in downtown Paris reported seeing two small balls approaching 
the city and then gain altitude until entering the cloud ceiling. 104. 

In another part of the city, near the ~ de Mars, a writer spotted a 
mysterious ball of light hovering high in tile sq.--
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1
_·_n.t_...c•_2_,,__J.h0;___2d_A_LSS______ _ __ D2-U-2,_Part {)'!e. 3 

Object was sighted b;· Mr, a.od I~ at 2217002; 
Sept 54, at GZCREF FJliH 0920 which was ap?roxilllatelj' three ()) mHos east o.f 
I".ARSfiFIEID, MO. GECREF r.n.11 0620, SOUP.CES were certain they had obser7ed object 
far 15 minutes. Condition of sk;; -..as bright. with sun at. SOORCES right when object 
VllS observed, Object was tan in color in contrast with blue back~ound of sq. 
lllject appeared to stand still then go up and cane down with a pulsation, emittillg 
pu£!'s ot: white s1110ke. It did not. change shape, trigbtnees, nor did it break up or 
explode. Q>ject did not mcwe in Cront or aeyth:lDg at azq time, Object appeared 
solid and Wa5 OOO«M'ed tbrougb ereglaas- by Mr, i!.nd vi th the naked eye 
by Mr.._. llo souzxl vas beard .f'rCIII object. It vas tan 1n color vith tvo (2) 
black stripee near and of protu.sion (a.!'er to Sketch, Incl /il, Basic Correspond
ence). Edges of object were sbarp:cy outlined aa it rotated Ctwlter-olockvise. 
It was eet~ted ~t lcmg•t dimomd011 or object was 5 !'eet (Rater to sketch, 
Incl ll, Basic Carreepond!IDCB tar abe and sbspe), SaJRCES were flli.rl.y certain 
that objeot appeared to be the size o!' a grapefruit when held at arms lengbt. 
Cllject was last. seen tal.liJlg behind tili.-line. SCI!P.CES vera UDilble to associate 
this object with 1!1!17 knovu object and thera!ara gwJd not name au;r -terl.al. it 
could ba- been o(Ditn.:t.ad or. HowBYer• Mr. • ••• etated that ha could -.Ice 
a mod"l od it vitb mal.ding ~OIJeet,.. th'llt s- while r!.dinp; in a truck 
in t.he open cmmt.r:r&id... Mr. dr::lnmc the truck at 20 Diles per hour 
1n a vastarl.y cilrac-u.- -..bCl ~ Datjlc..t \be objwt. The truck vaa et.opped, 
SOORC!S dabarked aDd object - turt.t.. ~.--.1. SOOJIC!S were looldDg s-tb¥-t 
wben objact wae !'.trst -· Wbl!n obj..r\- ~lrst seea it vas 225 dau- f'rca 
true narth B.Dl 45 desr- abot'a the hart-a. I\-.. 190 dllp'- f'ra~~ trua ~th 
abd 10 degrees abo9e t.ha bar~ whaa it d1.aapjw ed, 

Weather cond.it!ca~ on data and t:t- or ·~ vera bot and dr;r, cl._. ek;r 
and a alight tr-. SWRCIS 1tatad U.t thil ,.. tha tirat. time ther bad -
seen an object lib thie. Ther blw1 110 ld• vbat t.ha obj.at Clall.d ha- been ar 
what could heve -ed it. SOlllCI!S vwe UJISbla to eeu-ta t.ha spaad. of objaa11. 
Ther estiaated thelz d.i.lltauca f'r0111 obj~ aa 900 teet~ and 450 !'eat w1n1-, 

Hr • ..-... 1J1 ~- or the We'bri.er Gas Co., Mars~1ald, Mo. Ba 
residea at___. Pbcm AU Marshfield, Mo. • 8llli 1.s 28 ;years or age, Ra is 
e gr8duate abd atteaded- Armored School vhile in the ArJv. 
Mr. to ba 'f8r7 int.al.ligallt, aobc- and sillcere. Ha vas Yer7 
def'1aita in his atet.-ta at what ha had s-. He bolda a private pllots license 
and 1.a quita !ea111.er with airarllft. Hr. alao a model airpliiDR 
enthwotan. !Jrnatigator queet.icmed Mr . as to the peeeibllity of' object 
having been a mod~ airplaDe 8l1d received a negative rep:cy. 

Hr.-...... 
1-'.arsh.field, !o'o,, 'ljiiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiii. 
gr l1dt.u1 te. l'.r. • 
ca:rrobQrated "t"•t~"'""'"ts 

Apprax:il:lata:cy tvo (2) hem-s a.f'ter the sighti.n.l.! occurred a fire was reported 
in tit!! city dump, This dump lay in the dlr..et line at tra~ of' the object when 
last s .... n. Or-~in of .fl.:" wa.s nev"r :eter::tined nor ""' con:1'9C:lon aetabl.Dihed 
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between it nnd the object. SOURCES were asked 1f the object wa~ largo enough for 
crewmellbors of' average aize aDd a negative answer WS.ll received. 

Investigator vas unable to determine what the object vas or what its ,or!gin 
could have been rrca the limited f.ntonaaticm receiftld. ,· 

'M~·~· 

COHMENTS ot .\pprorl.Dg OU1c_.1 

MIUOII Jm.LO'IIR 
. CAP'!'., USAF 
OIC, Jml'JCHM!RT 2 

1. Thie ~ill DOt. able to .. tabllah t.be ident.i't.y of' subject OFOB. 
2. In a.-dimce vith t.la asr..._t betv..l ATIC !JFOB ofrice:r and tbe c~

IISDdar .4602D AISS~.· tbe J.P !'ana ll2 report aDil iBdicat.ed i.Dc1.o:lure 1a bei.Dg ~orvar
ded to ATIC tor 1\Jrl..bar &llalph and .-..luat:~Ja. cr 

'!; ·~ 
.. 

• 

.... , 



·. 

' . . • ' .. ' . C"11nt~ 
I ' . ' . I .. ,. 

f,lll (!I!AJ'f!"O A~t~~IIY ,.14M 

T/111' 41/A'Ft r~IIV 41~ ~- rl'lfll IV 

. · Ar INIUt A J rtlt #r~Y t!IAII,-1. 

U.IIMIAIIIU. 
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As an experiment, the intellectual walked the streets to study the curi
ously of the typical Parisian. No one seemed to pay any heed to the 11'1)

tionless spot in the heavens. 

September 22nd. 

Reports at Rebais, France(25 miles east of Paris) 
" " Senart, France(6 miles east of Paris) 

September 23rd. 

The writer who had seen a UFO above Paris the day before, marveling 
at the indifference of the street crowds, contacted UFO researcher Aime 
Michel to express his feelings. His message was· not very encouraging. 
Addressing Michel, he said:"Your curiosity is powerless, and therefore just 
as futile as other people's indifference." 105. '. 

At West Riverside, Californio,on September 23rd an aircraft assembler 
for Northrop Aircraft Corp. happened to look up and observe a glowing ob
ject moving west to east. As the thing moved along, it changed from a 
dull red to white and back to dull red. The object ''as about 25 degrees 
above the horizon to the north when first spotted and made a 180 degree 
turn at extretT~e high speed while being observed. 106. 

Saucer craze grips Germany. ~::~ucer ·spotters, doubtful astrondners, and 
fears about Russia. (See news clipping)_ 

.' ... ;.• 

1
• • ttJ ~l}l J:)'t"LIUU. ~Wlt.S l ~ .... 

Thursday, Septemher 23, 1954·: 

.. Flylri:a;:sautef~~ 1 
·Repo~ts Rife-''i.:1 · 

. . • - . ·,,' .... - .. f 

! ~'In Germany· .;:·-j,.J:-2 
. '.. . ' ' • . . •· • ·J 

·.:.BY :SOR)IAN LJl\"D~""T J . 
.: _:.~U'IIL AIMI!ca". :.:c?l",..,.....(_~!"' ... ·· . ., . ~-~ 
~ :, ::SO..~.- TJie" Jl,llnJ:-S&"Q~ .• 

aazr,.· lt It · Js a Crau,. .h&El · :.··.'·-• 
t~a.:~d~?r;l~ ~~;~~;;; ... :""'1 
.. to ~r 'think they see-4o:-
. : ens o! !lyinz; saucers, in an l( 
~, AN4 of the country. As v.it!l 
:0 an saucer reports, some ~ ~ I: o~"!ous fantasy. But · o~ 

ij:~~--. ~ot be_ ~-plain~: 

I
'.. So the Germans, 111.ith ty;>lal} 

'lha:ouz;b.ness, have or~ 
, a chain o! saucer spotte.-.. n-~ • · 

t' !_i:p otter 11, all volunteers. sCa.Di · 
: .the hea\·ens nightly aiid ~ 
ILfad. mysterloua object. to 'tbe 

1 : ilcucst observator.v. ~·bt~~" 
1: a ·check.· ·• · -· -·-"..,.,. -··· " 

:1•. ·. ~".- GeHin: Fn~·-iiJ. .-f. 
I~-· At first; the as·tronomen y,·ml 
'ralhez- keen allbut the jdea. But . 
aitez- .several monthS ot ch~, 

· phantoms, tbey have ~&\ID -:ol 
• aoiC'-• Most astro:~ome:s a."'t! j 

l
·. workinz; harder now· to e>o']'lroeo; 

· the '"myth'' behind the saure:-J 
re:;>orts than to con!'1m1 or ex-

' plain findings. · · ~ . · " 
): lD tact, Ma.."t Cerstenbcr~;er.; 
,;mana:er of the Sv;ablan Obsen--,·. 
1. ato;y Society at Stutt~:art. llu i bur:t a re,i)utatlon ~ Cr.ma::~··,. : 
J! ore most !l)in~:-&aucer .de-· 
l bu!lker. Ccrstenber:er ~ays h~: 
1 c:a:1 convince anyo~ that wha:J•' 
~ the person _thought v.·as a ~~ · :-· 
I cer "-as sometb.lnJ: elM:. · • · .• · ! · ; But .• despite Ccrstl.'nbcrJ:er~ ~ 
, zeal, the saucer rl'I>'J!1s collti.'>ue.l 
f ~ · Russians F'c:art'A . 
I', The Gct·mans, who kt'rp rr:.S
~ Jnll: . about frenzlcd Ruuiau· 
I roc'-ct and spac:c-.shlfl rc.•<"uc!4 \ ·I ca:1't help but fear that the aJ" .
1 
parlti<~n thl.'y see-or think thf:':'·· 
~may be some lantutic n""'j 

, Russian craft. •. · • :· 
j • Gerstenberger b I am, e s ·z;n , 
•
1 

Arr.erican f11r thl' c!W~ of :-t-
. por'.s he j:els. T'nr Americar • .II 
· :Maj. Donald E. Al'yl\(1(', autl•M. 

or "Flying Salittrs. .tn.:-o Ou;t'T· 
: ~~ce.• '· ·.,::/ 
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Objects Held Lightning B~_lls~ 
· ·Jii Her!:ertiie""miierc .Bluer Balls Richer Up : 

·---_!~•..!!!!!---- I lltost balls of :ichtning occur 
·&preir;kr !J. l9SS !at hel&hts of less thu 600 feet 

: HAi\fBURG-:-·:.:--;;;j;· eminent: and ha,·e a, diame~er of between 
Gennar. astronomer Hans Haf-~ i to 40 .nches. But beclllise 
fner has r:ut roi-.vard the more energy I~ released ll 
,__::--.•,__ - , ·· .----... · llghtnin• oc~ur!' at creattr. 

!theory that 'flYIIIII ~au:ers - heights, bans oc~ur~lna at' 
apart fr<>m those. wh~ch can be •hi&h alti,udu are nuurally: 
ca~s;_ed as. llal!uc•ll.at•oM or re-lbiccer. ·Balls with il diameter' 

: flec~aons . m ~~ a;r-;-an:, balls of 750 (eei hne been Clh$en"'!d 
. of !lghtr.mc -. lfel• beaghts. ; at a heicht of six miles. , 

I In ~n. article 1n the West Cie.r-3 Prcre~sor Haffne .. r said that ' 
man w~ekly JII!WSpa~ ... r L'~e r b·!Cause they rol .. tle, ball~ of 
Zeit. H~ifnel' .said. that t~;s;:lightnlng ~re o£1.~" fiatle.1ed 
theory liLted m wtt" all, lMij•>ut. Reports abo\lt !lying uu· 

. · rejlorts received sg fr.r· I\ bout ,,c~r.s_ haw spoken ~f cigar ~r 
flymg saucers. dis~·shaped abjeds. 'I'he'e re· 

"Let there be an cnc! til tile ports ~!so stated that the flying 
flying saucer psychosis," he >aacers were rotating. ; 
1Q'Ote. '"The flying saucers are l. Balls or lightning pften emit." 
definitely a natural pheno- ted brilliantly shining rays. 
menon within the layer of air Reports of ftying saucers speak 
surrounding the eartll." of "streams of bullets" bd~;: 
Four Classillcatloas · . . sent out by ~he s:aucers. ·, I Balls of hghtmng are Uable , 

' Haffner, professor o~ ast:o- to change shape and direction J 
·nomy at Hamburg Unavemty within a split second-as do !ly-
. and section chief of the Ham· ing saucers. Tl:e changes In the 
.burg-Bergedorf O~ervatory, 'direction of .balls of lightning; 
declared that all flymg saU«rs I are easily uplained by the in· 
seen so Car could be classified :nuence I'Let'tdtir.•l.£1. Ids and 
in four groups: . · !:by Ute eect when one . side or· 

1. Hallucinations, whicl1 are ~a bali coo•s-nruce cjulcli:iy than 
more frequent than co•nmouly 'the other. · 
believed. j Finally. balls of lightning al-

2. Illusions, tven of the eye l ways "disintegrate" suddenly, 

lof a· camera. Alleged 'pboto-
1
:sometim"s silently, somelimes 

era ph~ of fiylnc nucars are , \¥ilh a bic baOJg.. This. might'"llc· 
'reflections often observed wflen count for the mysteraous crash 
pict.ures are -lak~ against. the ·of an American f'lchtu· pilot, 

'sun. C~pL T. IIJ~nteU, en January 7, 
1 3. Weather blliGDs mislfkeu , 1948, a~ter he had c"ued a fly. 
1 for !lying sa·ocers. ! lng.sauccr. \ 

• .. P•ofessor Haf.fner suuests 
4.. TruJy '"unknown flJinc that Captain r.:antell may have · 

objects. '' llid d" 'th 1""'--All the objects in crouP four eo e . '"· an exp ........ 
1 could he explail!led bJ' wbat Is :ball oi li&htning. · 

known about Nib of Ught.'llq. _ ·· 
These. he said, ocelli" ran~ and 
photocrapbs e:Eis~ of onl:r two 
or three. . . 
. De!K'.ripllon of the sb:e, shape, 

'speed, maimer af 1'11Volutlon, 
mo¥ement, eolor, aream, cl\lra; i tlon, . electrital compoliUon and 
manner ol dissolution of these. 

'balls are .. remarkably slmll&r'' 
to the reports of n,.;.nc saacen, 

laa:cm!!J:cto J.'CO(euor Hdaer. 
l ..... _.r •-"-· · • •• o 

Astronomer Hans Haffner 
and his "Lightning Balls"· 
theory. 

A lesser known treatment.yof 
t:he :J\Jbject W8$~''Theory of 
the Lightning Balls and its 
Application to the Atmospher
ic Phenomenon Called "Flying 
Saucers , " Cai'l Benedicks : 
Arkiv for Geofysik(Sweden), 
Vol. 2, p.l. 1954. 
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Gatlinburg, Tennessee. "Silver saucers." 

A hnuse1-1ife living near Gatlinburg, Tennessee," w~.s distracted by a 
ray o:f reflected light the afternoon of September 2:Srd. She· sa1-1 that 
the sun was ·cef!ecting off two silver-colored ro'...Dld objects flying a 
stt-aight course n.orth to south. The objects were saucer-like, 3Js-4 
inches thick a.J1d the diameter of a small child.'s bicycle wheel. The 
objects were in si.ght for about two minutes. 'The woman's name was 
~Irs. Ethel Trainer. 107. · · 

September 23rd. 

"Incandescent kettle." 

Vierzcn (Department of Cher) 

About two dozen miles from Bourge:; a."l.d 'the excitement there, a M.Edmond 
!rochu viewed. a flying red~colored object in the sky·near the village of 
Vierzon, France, at 3:00a.m. He called the tJF.O an "incandescent kettle." 
108. . 

Jou (cher Department) 9:00 y.m. 
'~loved in jerks." 

Several @iles north of Bourges, France,· on Route D-58(120 miles west of 
Lux) postal inspector ?·f. Robert Patient and 'his family were m~toring to 
their destination of Vasselav. Mne. Patient was the first to become a1-1are 
of something strange .. Off to the north, in the 'direction of the village 
of Jou, a brilliant, round, object flashed through the air, so bright the 
witness believed magilesiun flares were being laW1checl. The vivid glare 
masked details of ~he UFO but the Patients still saw quite a show: 

''It was moving in jerks, and would at times go out at one spot and 
then lightup again a little to the side two·or three seconds later. 
"ftJ.l at ~ce it dropped dmm toward the grmmd >in<! disappeared 

from sight as if it had landed, and imnediately, at the poir.t of the 
presumed landing, a great reddish hemisphere of luminosity arose, 
covering an area that I estimat~as around fifteert yards in diameter, 
so far as my subjective calculation of distance can be correct. From 
the middle of this luminot~ hemisphere there spouted toward the sky a 
long incandescent filament, which might be--with the same reservation 
--about fifty yards long. This sight lasted from t1-1enty to thirty 
seconds, then all the light went out. An instant later, the ball seen 
at first was relit, and we were able to see that i.t had taken to the 
air again, for it was above the horizon. 
,,~e had stopped on the edge of the road at the beginnin& of the in

cident. The night was dark, without moonlight, with a sky lialf 
covered by clouds, and a rather low ceiling. When lighted, the ob
ject shone more brightly than the moon, illuminatL,g both the country
side and the clouds. It was still above Jou, having resumed its or
gina! position and behavior, and we had been watching it for sane 
mintues after its landing, when we suddenly had the impression that it 
was approaching us at full speed. We saw it, in fact, growing larger 
very rapidly, '\ot'ith increasing lminosity; the shadows that it cast on 
the grotllid were moving.and converging. I must confess that we didn't 
feel ve7 happy about it. When it was perhaps two hW1dred yards away 
from us, we rushed back into the car and drove without further delay 
to the,nearby hamlet of F?Uland, where we had relatives. While we 
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Soucoupes et cigares voiants 
f e-e ttr u [tip[ ierct I 
dans le ciel de F ranee 

"SAUCF.RS AND FLYI~ CIGARS 
Kll.TIPI:Y IN M SI<IES OF 
FRAICE.'' 

l.mler right: 

Radical SOCialist Pierre 
de Leotard, a 4eputy to the 
French National Asse.lbly, 
wants the Minister of Air 
to assure the public UFO 
sightin11s do not threaten 
tlle Mtion's s..curity. 

The govenwent reserved In 
answer. 
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were moving along,rny wife was able to see the thing through the 
trees of the Forest of Villaines; it seemed to be following us, 
and that lasted for several hundred yards • When we reached Fon
land, it was still visible. But a minute later it blacked out 
and we saw nothingmore. It was then about 9:30 p.m." 109. 
A few minutes later, a few miles west. 
Plombieres police in a patrolcar on Route N-5 noticed a strange reddish 

ball in the sky to the southeast. The ball blacked out occasionally and 
moved in a jerky fashion. Over the village of Talaut the object gave the 
impression it was spinning in place for 10 minutes or so, finally it moved 
away overthe northern horizon at 9:55p.m. 110. 

Five minutes later, near Jou. Again the Patient family. 
The Patient family was driving down N-144 near the village of Jou at 

10:00 p.m. still marvelling at the experience they had had earlier when 
suddenly the family became UFO witnesses for a second time that night. As 
they watched in wonder, a reddish elongated object flashed across the sky. 
111. 

Lux(Cote-d' Or Department) 12 miles from Dijon. 
At 5:00 p.m. September 23rd an observer in Lux, France, was fascinated 

by a sphere in the air, a shiny, metallic-like thing that was flying in an 
orbit near some clouds above the town. This circling continued for an es
timated 30 minutes, a curious show but one that did not disqualify a 
weather balloon explanation, however something very strange took place. 
The object became oblong in shape and split into a trio o+ metallic-looking 
round bodies. The three objects then formed a line, and then to the wit
nesses' astonishment, one ball abntptly vanished while its two companions 
zipped away in different directions. Weather balloons? The witness thought 
otherwise. 112. 

Switzerland. Th.e town of Porrentruy. 
A Mme. Periat and her husband, residents of the town of Porrentruy, 

Switzerland, were alarmed by the appearance of a circular, reddish object 
that soared across the sky in broad daylight. The woman phoned Swiss 
authorities and they informed her that others had seen and reported the 
passage of apparently the same object. 113. 

September 24th. A big UFO day. 

South Mrica. 

In Durban, South Mrica, noontime September 24th, crowds on the beach 
were eye-witnesses to an amazing UFO visit. ~1thin full view of the many 
bathers, a shiny elliptical object parked in the air directly above a 
radio mast in the area. Glinting brightly, it remained still for minutes 
and then drifted slowly seaward, but it soon returned to a position above 
the mast, paused, and finally shot out of sight moving:" •.. so fast it 
virtually just vanished." 114. 

September 24th. Little Rock. 
A neatly typed report was given to the FBI office in Little Rock, 

Arkansas, in early 1955 that carefully detailed an observation made in 
the Fall of 1954. The report follows: 
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"Report on Unidentified Flying (J)ject. (by Walker Kelly) 
Date; Sept. 24, 1954 
Tirne; 5:34p.m. 
Location: Approx. one mile south of main entrance to camp 

Crowder, just south of Necsho, ._lo. , on U.S. Highway 
71 

Apparent height at first observation: 10,000 to 20,000 feet. 
Apparent diameter~£ object: 20 to 30 feet. 

Circtm~stances: The tmdersigned, together with his wife, was driving 
along Highway 71 en route from Carthage, Mo., to Fayetteville, Ark. I 
happened to glance upward after driving armmd a slight curve, ob
served the object, and Ummediately pulled o~f the highway, starting 
cotmting seconds at the same time. I have had considerable training 
in cOtmting seconds and seldom err more than plus or minus lOt. It 
required about 6 seconds to stop and I observed the object inter
mittently during this short interval. It had a slight rolling motion, 
but never more than 90 degrees, first cOtmter-clockwise, then the rever 
verse, before making the first loop (as per the attached sketch.) The 
visible surface was presented somewhat obliquely during the first 
lateral travel, more so after making the first loop and almost edge-
on at the second loop (seconds 11-12). During the first 6 seconds in 
trying to stop and also note the actions of the object, it seemed 
that the side presented to view had four quadrature markings in the 
saucer-shaped object, but whether they were projections, depressions 
or merely colorations, is doubtful. This is what gave the impression 
of the rolling motioo. D.Jring the span of the first 6 seconds , speed 
of the object was canparatively leisurely, being 6 to 8 times its own 
diameter per second. It then increased its speed and also receded at 
a rapid rate and by the time it had intersected its first point of 
observation at '11 seconds, it was traveling 20 to 30 times its own 
diameter per second and also presented the edge -wise view. The speed 
with which things were happening and the uncertainties of lighting at 
this time of day make such an obsenration of little value. After 
completing the second loop at seconds 14, speed of the object inerease 
creased still further both transversely and receding, and at seconds 
24 it had become cmpletely invisible. There was no sign of smoke on 
vapor emanating fran the object, nor was there any sOlUid, but this 
could not be strictly determined because of the noise of oncoming 
traffic while obsenrat ion was in progress." l1 5. 

September 24th. Tulle(Correzo)France. 

At 11:00 p.m. on September 24th(which made it the same time as the 
Lachassagne farm incident) a brigh.tly·lit reddish UFO was seen racing 
across the dark sky at Tulle(Correzo) by a draftsman, H. Besse,wo ex
amined the mysterious object with binoculars. While being watched, the 
UFO did not remain red, but at times changed to white and green. 116. 

September 24th. Vichy. 

Moving at great speed. a strange object passed over the tCMR of Vichy 
(Allier) the aftemoonof September 24th. A crowd at a practice soccer 
match were spectators to the elliptical , almost cigar -like, UFO, 117. 
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Same day. Gelles(Puy-de-Dome) 
The early evening of September 24th a cigar-shaped, glowing body, 

sped over the city of Gelles. 118. 
UFO "tracks" a.1d curled leaves. 
An hour before midnight on the 24th there was a spectacular incident 

at Lachassagne farm near Ussel(Correze). It seems a field hand by the 
name of Elie Cisterne was driving a tractor b~ck to the barn after doing 
a plowing job on a neighboring field when abruptly a luminous body he
came visible in the dark sl-y. Fascinated by the sight, l\1. Cisterne 
brought his machine to a stop so he could give his full attention to the 
glowing point that appeared to be in a high speed dive, approaching so 
close after a few seconds Cisterne leaped from the tractor and took 
cover nearby as best he could. The farmhand watched with astonishment 
as the luminous body came to a halt a short distance away above a tall · 
ash tree. The thing sent out rays of reddish light that gave the whole 
area a bloody glow. For several minutes the crimson body remained 
parked close to the top of the tree as if it was surveying the sur
roundings, it then started moving again, heading toward the tractor 
which Cisterne had abandoned. In a panic, Cisterne got to his feet 
and ran for his life. The UFO coasted over the tractor without 
stopping and then accelerated in an upward slant at a velocity that 
carried it out of sight in a matter of seconds. 

The "UFO visit" did not go unobserved by others in the area. The 
man who owned Lachassagne farm, a M. Brindel, was on his way home 
when he sighted a mysterious flying red light headed in the direction 
of his property. He arrived at the scene shortly after the object had 
left. Better yet, another farm worker, a r.faid named t-faria who was 
some distance from the site nonetheless saw the strange luminous object 
approach the farm, stop, and then take off, affirming the testimony of 
M. Cisterne. 

The next day, seeking evidence of his experience, M. Cisterne, with ~!. 
Brindel's help, climbed to the upper branches of the ash tree where he 
obtained cuttings from the very top. When examined, the leaves showed 
an ununatural curling and signs of dehydration. Did the UFO emit some 
intense heat? 119. 

September 24th. 

Bayonne(Rasses-Pyrenees) 4:00? 
A trio of elliptical bodies, metallic-like in the sun's rays, hovered 

over the city of Bayonne, France, on the 24th, visible to many people in 
the streets below. After hovering high up for a minute or two, the three 
objects made a rapid departure. 120. 

September 24th. Lencouacq(Landes) 8-9:00 p.m.? 
A ~me. Vignalles of Lencouacq observed a brightly-lit aerial body ap

proach quickly and silently just above the ground. The thing haulted 
·momentarily when over a meadow behind the local church rectory, and then 

it moved away. 121. 

FBI "spy" reports. 
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The FBI's self-appointed informant in the Detroit Flying Saucer Cluh 
informed the Bureau on September 25th the civilian group of uro huffs was 
planning to petit ion the President , urging · F.i senh01•er to release a 11 UT'O 
files. The informant went on to report that he was now a group leader in 
charge of keep in~ ahreast of the latest develo-rments in the saucer mystery. 
rther ne1;s passed on by the fellow ~~as that Desmond Leslie, the co-author 
with George .4damski of f!Y~ Saucers Have Landed, was to arlcress the DFSC 
on September 28th. 122. t'tll pa;>erwor""I<""SO ETaeclass ified give 1i ttle 
indication of how seriously Hoover's people were taking such "intelli):!ence" 
reports althoup~ the documents continued to s~ow the classification,pru
bably applied without !IUCh conviction, a:s:"F.spionage X." 

Box-formation over Biloxi. 

A 32-year·old radar instructor stationed at Keesler AFB was standing on 
the comer of \11\shington Street and Porter Avenue, Biloxi, ~1ississippi, 
when he noticed alight in the night sky 45 degrees above the horizon to 
the southeast. The light soon took on a shape, appearing round and the 
size of a head of a pin. As the object passed by on a straight path, it 
suddenly was joined by a second object, and then was joined by two more. 
The four objects arranged themselves into a box-formation. ~~en last seen, 
after 10 minutes, the formation moved out of sight behind some buildings to 
the north-northeast. The color of the UFOs ranged from pure white to a 
shade of orange. 123. 

''11ling paces f1 ight 606." Round on top, flat on the bot tan. 

The aforernent ivned UFO report from Biloxi was one of a number of so-so 
U.S. sightings duringthisperiod. One supposes the objects over Biloxi 
might have been balloons. However, the next case is not so easy to explain 
as something conventional. (See teletype message and BLUE BnOK file card) 

Beaumont, Texas. Cigar-shaped, rectangular windows in a row. 

Could the object seen over Texas have been something similar to the "s!..-y 
monster" reported by Oliles ·and Whitted in 1948? (See teletype message) 

Mne. Leboeuf and "the thing." September 26th. 

A Mne. Leboeuf went to Chabeuil, France, the afternoon of September 26th 
to visit her grandfather. She ended up being terrorized. 

It seems that after arriving at Chabeuil, Mne. Leboeuf and her hus
band decided to search a local area for edible IIR.IShrocms. While combing 
the ground near a stand of corn, Mne. Leboeuf became separated(lOO yards) 
from her husband. Cflly Dolly, the family dog, was in her immediate 
vicinity. This same anima 1 suddenly began to bark and howl, drawing the 
attention of her mistress who glanced around to determine the cause of 
Dolly's protest. Mlle. Leboeuf spotted Dolly near the corn not many feet 
away confronting an odd figure she initially assumed was some kind of 
scarecrow. Peering more intently, Mme. Leboeuf made out the "scarecrrnl' 
to actually be a "small man" about three feet high dressed in a trans
lucent "diving suit." She also believed she could make out a pair of 
"larger-than-hunan-eyes" that were staring right at her, eyes not clear
ly discemabltt behind the semi-transparent material of the "thing's" 
helmel:. 124 . 

. ~not~.er source l\-'Otes }tne. Leoeuf as saying~ 

"He seemed to be wrapped from head to foot in a kind of diving 
suit --his ears and part of his face were hidden by it. What I 
could see of his face was near-human --he had human eyes, ex
pressive and intelligent. I could not distinguish his arms:they 
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seemed to be held close to his body. But I could not take my eyes 
from his, which never left my face for a moment. Mter a while he 
came towards me in a hopping manner, taking no notice of my dog, 
which was barking violently at him." 125. 
As the "small man" carne at her, t-Ime. Leboeuf screamed and ran off, try

ing to escape by plunging into some shrubbery. ~leanwhile, Dolly· the dog 
started a miserable howling which set off every other dog within hearing. 

If this wasn't enough to unnerve the woman, what happened next should 
have as a big saucer-like machine rose up behind the trees close by, the 
machine zooming away and making an acute piercing sound. 

The dog's howling, the scream, and the strange whistling caused the 
husband to rush to the rescue and just in a matter of moments the fellow 
reached his wife who had collapsed from fright. Dolly was also in an ex
treme nervous state, the animal trembling so much it did not stop shaking 
for three days. 

Some people who happened to be visiting a nearby cemetery had also 
heard the commotion and they quickly appeared on the scene to render aid. 
Word spread fast and soon all the inhabitants of the village of Chaheuil 
gathered at the site of the encounter with the "small man." 

In spite of being in shock, ~~e. Leboeuf managed to relate the details 
of her strange experience. t.fany villagers said they had heard a shrill 
sotmd which tended to confirm ~fme. Leboeuf story, but more impressive 
were the physical traces apparently caused by the "ship." At the spot 
where the strange machine had apparently rested, a circle of crushed 
vegetation was found that measured about a dozen feet in diameter. Also, 
a tall acacia tree that extended over the circular impression had a three 
inch thick limb snapped off by pressure applied from above, and another 
branch that extended into the "landing site" was stripped of all its 
leaves. Furthermore, in the direction the machine departed, there was 
flatten grass in a pattern of radiating lines. 

The Mne. Leboeuf encounter was widely publicized, causing a sensation. 
126. liFO researchf'r Bill Chalker cormnented much later:"Critics that favor
ed UFO reports being the result of the rnisperception of the prosaic consider
ed Chabeuil(Leboeuf case) as 'sOtmd." 127. 

September 26th. 5:10 p.m. 
"Gray aluminum-like object." 
A fascinating UFO event near Col du Chat, France(the department of Sa

vale)the afternoon of September 26th was recorded by the French press. 
Fifteen people, all occupants of three passing automoblies, saw and re
ported mysterious aerial objects. According to one witness, a Dr. Mari
net, the event happened this way: 

"It was 5:10 p.m., or a little later. We were back from Col du 
Chat when suddenly I noticed, apparently above the Croix du Nivolet, 
at an altitude which I estimated as 6,500 feet at the edge of the 
foggy zone, a gray aluminum-like obiect. When I had gone past the 
air base of Bourget I stopped the r, three other cars stopped too, 
and we watched the maneuvers of th£ ~bject. The time was then exact
ly 5:14:30. 
"At first I thought this must be some atmospheric phenomenon, a 

waterspout or the like. But the wind was blowing from the northwest 
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The Une. Leboeuf case as published in the ~-Dimanche 10 October 54. p.l. 
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west while the object was coming from the south. Thirty seconds 
later, with about fifteen of us now observing the object, it be
gan to descend like a falling leaf, presenting the appearance of 
a plate with the bottom turned upward. At 5:16 it suddenly turn
ed face on, in the shape of a perfect disk. We were able to see 
then that a lighter section occupied the center of the craft and 
that there were dark spots all around it. After that it moved 
again until it seemed to be hovering over the radio station of 
Haunt Revard, carne down a little, then abruptly accelerated and 
disappeared in a flash. It~ exactly 5:18:40. 

"According to the angle from which it ~ seen, the object 
changed from dark gray, like aluminum, to a light gray. The 
phenomenon had lasted a little more than four minutes, during 
which I wrote down in my notebook each of the complicated moves 
~by the object." 128, 

The doctor was an ex-artillery observer and evidently knew scmething 
of size and distance. Three of the other witnesses were young men in 
training at the nearby Bourget-du-Lac air base. 129. 

"Luminous tomato." September 27th. 2:30 a.m. 

Route D-130 runs through the department of Gard in France, and in the 
early hours of the morning of September 27th a bns full o~ people took the 
highway on its trip to the town of Gagnieres, stopping once at the cross
road at Foussignargues to let off a t-tne. Julien who was accompanied by her 
son Andre. The two began to walk to their home in the village of Besseges, 
a half mile away on Route D-51. Mlle. Julien and her son had not walked far 
along the road when they noticed a halo of light that surrounded a bright 
crimson-colored object in the eastern sky, the object approaching them on 
a downward slant. The thing quickly dropped down behind a hill not far 
m•ay. Later ~tne. Julien and her son Wf!re tc learn that the people who had 
just driven away had also seen the "slow-moving red meteor" as it dropped 
down out of the dark sky. 

Route D-51 wound thru the hills and passed the village o~ ~vely where 
another witness, a Mne. Roche, lived in a house that had a terrace which 
looked out over a section of the road. By chance rtne.Roche had st~ 
out on the terrace, and while taking a breath of air, spotted a strange 
glowing object about 100 yards distance which was parked on the shrulder 
of Route D-51, so:xnething that resembled a "luminous tomato" and had an odd 
physical characteristic: "Five or six vertical stalks, rather thck, came 
out of the center of it on top." 130. 

Alamed, M"ne. Roche rushed to get her husband out of bed to confinn 
the fact she was not dreaming. The husband went out onto the terrace and 
saw the same "vision" as his wife. The Roches were too uneasy about the 
mysterious phenomenon to investigate then and there, and since nothing 
seemed to be happening, they simply stared at the'"tomato" until the coin 
might air drove thert back to bed. M. Roches, however, was deeply puzzled 
about the object and found it i.npossible to sleep. A"t h01cr after his 
first look, M. Rocke got up and peered out the winb and saw that the 
object was still there. Still not daring to rlo anything, r.t. Roche waited 
until morning, but by then the strange thing was gone. Olecking the 
ground at the site where the object had parked itself, the Roches found 
no trace of the "luminous tomato's" visit. 131. 

U.S. Air Defense Conmand on alert. 
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Something pretty big streaked over Pennsylvania in the U.S. at 9:24 
p.m. September 27th, putting the Air Defense Command on alert. Donald 
Key hoe, in describing the event, says the object was a "glowing disc," 
a description that may, or may not, be accurate, but chances are the thing 
was not a meteor since one of the three airline crews that witnessed the 
object's passage was interrogated for two hours by authorities. When East
ern Airline Flight 694 Captained by senior pilot William Call landed at 
Baltimore's Friendship Airport, it was met by Air Force Intelligence 
agents. Later, when contacted by UFO author/researcher Donald Keyhoe, 
Captain Call refused to talk about the UFO, citing JANA.P 146, 132. 

''Tin ghosts?'' 

Premanon, France. 8:30 p.m. September 27th. 

According to the story told by some young children, on the evening of 
September 27, 1954, they were playing in the barn yard of the family fann 
which was in the ootmtains near Premanon, France. The oldest was RaV!JX)nd 
Romand, who at 12 years should have had a reasonable grasp of the facts. 
Two others , J anine (9) and Ghis laine (8) were also old enough to relate most 
details well. The yotmgest, Claude(4) could not be expected to be a good 
witness. 

It seems that at approximately 8:30 p.m. the chilrlren harl retreated to 
the barn because of a cold light rain had started to fall. A while later, 
for no apparent reason the family dog began to bark so Raymond neeked out-
s ide to see what had excited the animal. Tc; Raymond 1 s sulllrise he was con
fronted by two strange figures he likened to "l~s of sugar standing on 
end," vertical rectangles split at the lower end that enabled the things to 
walk with a waddle.~ 133. AnotheT newspaper put it this way, according to 
a supposed direct quote:"It was as tall as a door, and shiny, like a ward· 
robe with a mirror." 134. 

Apparently the lack of features on the figures was why the things engen· 
dered no instant fear in Raymond who, evidently from mild aMoyance and cur
iosity, pelted the things with small rocks. The stony missiles had no ef
fect, bounching off harmlessly, making a tin-like noise. He then shot the 
figures with his toy gun which launched rubber-tipped projectiles (a lot of 
bravado for a 12-year-old if he was telling the truth). These assaults 
proving ineffectual, Raymild tried to grab one figure but was knocked down 
by an invisible force. Roughly treated and suddenly aware he was helpless, 
Raymond yelled and ducked back inside the barn \-~here the other kids cowed. 
The strange figures did not follow and after a short time the children open
ed the barndoor, hoping for a chance to flee to the fannhouse. No figures 
were in sight so the four yot.mgsters ran for their lives and as the four 
crossed the yard, 4-year·old Claude sighted a large, oscillating, luminous 
sphere about 100 yards away resting in a meadow. "look!," exclaimed Claude. 
The children only paused for a quick glance in their dash for sa"'ety. They 
said nothing to their parents at the t~CThis lack of communication should 
not be considered extraordinary according to Airne Hichel who had been a 
French farmboy himself and Hichel points out that none of the French i.nvesti
gato~ that interrogated the children later considered it odd). As it was, 
the story did not come out until the following afternoon. 

r • IN .. . 
,...t-1. Dewilde's crude drawing of his spaceman that appeared in the September 

ZSth issue of the France-Dimanche has a "cut rectangle" appearance so is 
• it possible Raymon~owed that image? 
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The next day at school Raymond was caught whispering in class. The boy 
told his teacher, f.tne. Genillon, about the "tin ghosts" he had encountered 
the previous afternoon. Astonished, ~. Genillon notified the authorities 
at the nearby village of Les Rousses. On the 29th,gendarmes visited Ray
mond's home to question him and the other childre'l. 135. 

September 27th. 
The green dot that zig-zagged. 
A luminous green dot was spotted hovering in the sky over the little 

village of Lemps, France. A fanner named Joseph Habrat saw it at about 
10:15 p.m. When first sighted the "dot" was motionless but while M. Habrat 
had the thing under observation it suddenly moved in a zig-zag manner, a 
series of movements that traced a notched path along an otherwise straight 
course, afterwhich it once again hovered. Yvette, M. Habrat's daughter, 
joined him in watching the UFO as the strange thing started to move again, 
flying out of sight to the northeast. 136. 

Within minutes an especially odd phenomenon appeared which resembled 
a "long curtain of luminous smoke" which produced, witnesses believed, a 
humming sound as it crossed the sky toward the northeast. 137. 

Rendezvous over Lemps. 

The experience was so unusual Yvette and her father kept peering at the 
sky hoping to see I!IOre UFOs. They were in luck. After some 30 minutes, 
they counted 10 bright objects approaching from different directions and 
rendezvous to the southwest, and then the objects proceeded northeast~do
ing so in a peculiar fashion, crossing and re-crossing each other'spath 
as they flew along clustered in a group. 

Shortly thereafter three more luminous bodies came over the horizon and 
travelled in apparent pursuit of the flock of objects seen earlier. 

A postal employee at Valence about a dozen miles away from Lemps also 
saw the rendezvous and departure of the objects. 138. 

Another ''Mother ship?" 
Three people in Rixheim, France, reported an elongated UFO in the night 

sky on the 27th. One was a railroad worker who sighted the object and made 
a report separately from the other two witnesses. The best description was 
from two people whose names and occupations are not known. They used opera 
glasses and claimed they could see:" .•• a long craft in the shape of a cigar 
around which ten or more much smaller lwninous points navigated in every 
direction." 139. 

Paris. September 27th. 
In La Varenne, a suburb of Paris, at 7:57 p.m. the evening of September 

27th, aM. Lemarie observed a strange object through the window: 
"I called it to the attention of my wife, who took my opera glasses 

. to examine it better. There was good visibility all around. 
"At first it seemed to me that the object was motionless. But 

after a few seconds it began to move horizonally, and disappeared 
at high speed toward the southeast. The sighting had lasted 
about a minute." 140. 
Another witness to a UFO in the area was aM. !lias of 18 Rue David d' 

Angers: 
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"I was taking a little stroll w·ith my wife when we noticed in the 
sky something like a neon-lighted disk, caning fran the east at high 
speed. When it reached the Buttes OiatDllOJl.t, it suddenly stopped 
above them for five or six seconds, then went off toward the north." 
141. 

AM. Thibault, who lived at 78 Avenue Secretan made a report that was 
identical to t.f. Ilias • except for the direction the UFO departed, naming a 
northwest course instead of one due north. 142. 

Viewing the sky froo 36 Rue Jouffray, M. ~rge Chappuis stated: "The 
object carne fl"'OOI the east. It stopped for an instant above the Sacre 
Coeur, then went off at high speed in a north-northwest directbn." 143. 

10:45 p.m. September 27th. 

In the Bagnolet district of Paris a policeman s~ a greenish-white 
saucer cross the sky. Many others in the city reported the same thing. 
144. 

September 27th again. High speed circular object seen oVer the U.S. 
(See teletYPe report) 

UFO over the Atlantic? 

September 28th. 

A newspaper published in the Azores carried this story: 

"Santa Maria, Sept. 28: A PM OC-6B cormnanded by Captain Freeman, 
radioed shortly after leaving Santa Maria Airport that at approxi
mately 3:20 a.n. (9/28), while fly.hg at 6400 meters altitude with 
the weather exceptionally clear at 38 degrees 36 minutes west 
Longituie, he sighted above the ocean a large lighted area of ab
normal brilliance, a fact !or which no explanation was available. 

"At any rate, it didn't seem possible that it 1t00ld have been a 
ship. It gave off a greater anx:mnt of light than :my illuminated 
ship could possibly have given. 

''The phenomenon was also observed by passengers aboard; who lUlanim
ously affinned that it was a flying saucer. The plane didn't att~t 
to cane any closer to the strange obj~t which, as the plane con
tinued onward, still remained above the water." 145. 

Hoax in Portugal. 

A letter was sent to a Portuguese newspaper on the 28th that was signed 
"Cesar Ferriera." According to Hr. "Ferriera," in the Guardunha t.buntains 
in Portugal a flying saucer was supposed to have landed on September 24th. 
Mr. "Ferriera's" letter said: 

"I was near the village of Almaseda, when I saw a flying saucer • 
out of 'Which stepped three beings in suits of shining aluninun. 
They were six feet seven inches tall. They picked and cut flowers, 
snipped off twigs from bushes and put them in a shining box. I and 
three friends were invited to enter the saucer. but when we refused 
the beings did not insist. They climbed back into their saucer and 
ascended vertically at an imnense speed, emitting a shower of sparks." 
146. 

Was it a hoax? 
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A diligent Spanish investigator and Lisbon resident, Bernardino Sanchez, 
later detennined that the forementioned case was:"An admitted hoax perpe
trated by a Hr. Francisco Anotonio Freire,who wanted to bring publicity to 
his native village of Alrnaceda." 147 •. 

One might wonder why more "landings" were not being reported in Spain 
and Portugal, "next door" to France. Was it because such reports were 
not noticed and collected by UFO buffs like ~tr. Sanchez? 

Bernardino Sanchez asserts that he conducted a painstaking search of the 
archives he had accumulated and came to the conclusion that: 

'7he lack of landing reports from Portugal should be interpeted •• 
not as a result of the special censorship on the part of police 
and government authorities, but ~ a result of the adverse publicity 
generated by the notorious." 148. 

Trouble between Stringfield and the Air Force. 
The Air Force was quite touchy about its relationships with civilian 

UFO researchers at this time, a mood which probably was due to Donald 
Keyhoe who tested the limits of the Pentagon's patience. 

Exactly what happened between Stringfield and the Air Force is not al
together clear but a bit of trouble between the two evidently stems ~rom 
the O'Mara interview. 

No doubt caught up in the excitement of recent events , UFO buff Leonard 
Stringfield decided to make his private June, 1954, talk with Lt. Col. 
John O'Hara of ATIC the front page story of·CRIFO's October 1,1954 news
letter, adding more details, details that were omitted from another story 
in the organization's July issue. The CRIFO editor gave out a press re
lease to local newspapers on September 28th, which, unfortunately, with a 
quick read, gives the impression O'~gra's guarded comments did not seem 
so guarded. (See newsclipping) 

The clipping shown here was found in Air Force BWE BOOK files and . 
apparently was kept to provide evidence against Stringfield. 

·It is not clear if the newspaper story is really an accurate reflec
tion~of what Stringfield related to the press. It is possible the paper's 
editor took some words out of context and tbus gave the wrong impression. 
In any case, the Air Force was quite unhappy with the story, but no one 
else but Col. O'~lara and Stringfield know for sure what was said in the 
June interview. 

llivering, shifting, hovering. 

1:15 p.m. East of Paris. 
Far to the east of Paris at 1:15 p.m. at the village of Froncles, a the. 

Kapps happened to see a "saucer." She was watching a trio of aircraft maneu
ver in the blue sky when she also saw a distinctly different aerial body 
farther off and above the northern horizon. The object reflected the sun 
brilliantly and showed blue and yellow colors. Examining the object with 
opera glasses, ~tne. Kapps says the thing in the sky had a flat profile, but 
the oddest feature of her report was the motion of the UFO. The obj~ct 
hovered, shifted abruptly, hovered again, and then shifted once more, the 
maneuvers repeated a number of times. 149. 

10:30 p.m. Bouzais, France. 
According to a vineyard owner living outside of Bouzais, a fellow named 

f.fercier, the following occurred: 
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U-lftlnclor t,a ·,mcw oc lblllc 
aAOCU'I 1J'1U. Lt. Col. Joba 
O'Han, 4epat7 eom,..U'Itu, Atr 
'"n.:c i.oW.W,cDU. ·~·ri.&in i"JCiti. 

He ..me Ulat Col. O~!ara 
•intimat~-d" &.at the Air :roree 
wants 1.0 "&pense with Ule tr.b
cor.eeption U.at 'G:rin& aau«n' 
do not eldltt 

liTitCSGnELD ·aEPOJlTED: 
1 'Tiyin& uucen do e"ist.w the 

coiDDtl !.old me, an!f he added 
• _ • (that) · put contndictiom 
.,..,,, u ~.!ortur.ate . 

~r at.lt~ the colo:'ltl U there 
cere tw, brukdol'"l\l of sau~,.,. 
_ •• the intel"jl!anttary device and 
U.e &ecrel Americln missile. I 
was ft:-st corrected on the term 
'missile.' then the colonel said he 
be.Uev~ Ulere "O;ne 'three b:"l!~
dc\r.-ns'--tlae 1hird, ·~tural pb 
Aet:'\en.a,.• 

,!By nett an lldmillll 
Sti.lnJfttld wrote, "we UlerefoGI 
ha,·e lhtte th:-ee breakdowns: ~ 

ldit.ion 
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•1. Tbe eon&ralltd 'I a a e e r 
Jrez:n eaiP.T ll'&ee. 

~z . .\ Meres Amertcaa aacu-
111Lt dnlc.. 
~3. UatQ»I&Ioed aatval pbe

.,.•taa!' 
Strinrfleld eon tf n u e d that 

•••!l•n he ask~ thO! otticer for a 
ddinlte rtat..Jr.ent oa .. uc:-ers 
!:-0111 outer apaee he wu· re
bl.llf~, bu~ waa told tbtt Air 
.l'orce research wu •aradually 
1•ttin1 man da&a." 

1 '1\'R£!'11 ASKED It aU sauce:-s 
'~n liT AmarinN-700 t wrelt 

l_,..ere U. &. aircraft, Ll. Col. 
O'~!ara replied, •nerwtel7 not! 
~ .... , .. , ... : ~~== =~!::. .. •· 

I The .'\ir Force o!fio:n- further 
.. intioated," •C"COtdinl to Slrin:-

l
!i•!!!, that 111 ottieial ltltement 
-..•ill IOOQ l>e ilaue-J b7 tbe De
fense Department "whlc:b will 
explain 10me of Ole past contra
jdictiOI\I and rdut~ the deuils 
rl>eh:nd • m1oo11y (fiJiDI AUctr) 
·aichti:l,.. • 

";J eaa prett,. ... -ell declue l'l'oat 
""fltace .La r-.•r ntos," &lrinlflelcl • 
toll! the re.n:S·STAil, •that 
..,~.. ft,-Jnr r ... uterw dtft.alul,. 
eome from outer space." ~.:'S :. 
..,.,.,.. • - 1'.1 ""'--. ~; ~· 

F1aa1 

Section Pa[o ____ 2_S __ _ 
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"I had gone in the afternoon to pick grapes in my Grand-Tertre vine
yard. Discovering that thieves had been plundering the vines, I 
stayed until night, hoping to surprise them. 
"Arormd 10:30,as I was getting ready to leave, I saw some kind of 

luminous mass falling from the sky about fifty yards away from me. 
I had no more than realized that I could not budge --that I was 
paralyzed --when I saw movement near the luminous thing. It was 
three 'men.' I felt myself lose consciousness, and when I came to 
my senses, nothing was there any more. Then I ran away, half crazy 
with fright." 1 SO. 

Redon-St. -Nicolas. 

"Look over there! What on earth is that?" 

A locorotive, manned by engineer M. Gerard and fireman Jl.f. Paraoux, was 
on a run to Vannes, France, and had just passed the village P.edon -St.
Nicolas when Paroux shouted:"Look over there! What on earth is that?" 
Zooming at the locomotive just above the ground was an elongated object, 
a glowing violet-colored thing. Closing fast, the object reached the 
men in seconds, stopped, and then flew just above the locomotive for a 
few moments. The UFO then shifted into high gear, leaving the locomotive 
far behind, entering some clouds and giving the watery masses of particles 
suspended in the atmosphere a ghostly violet hue. 

M. Paraoux went into sho~k sot-f. Gerard had to operate the locomotive 
alone until the train arrived at the next station. 151. 

Premanon, France. September 29th. 

The gendannes investigate the "tin ghosts. ' 

In the Jura on September 29th Police Captain Brustel of St. -Claude visit
ed the fannhouse of the peasant children that said they had encountered some 
"tin ghosts" two days before. In keeping with COIIIIIon police practice, each 
child was interrogated separately. All the accounts seemed consistent which 
moved the Captain to expan~ his investigation, asking to be taken to the · 
spot in the meadow where the large sphere was seen. Rain had fallen contin
uously since the event but it was hoped some trace might be found to confirm 
the incredible story. To his amazement, the police Captain found a 12-foot 
diameter circle of flattened grass, bend over in a comter-clockwise pattern 
with the edge of the circle sharply fonned, moveover, within the circle 
there were holes suggesting four landing gear. The holes were four inches 
wide and were slanted at an angle of 45 degrees. Further searching at the 
site revealed a tree that was damaged. Bark was missing from the tn.mk at 
a height of five feet from the gromd. Furtherrore, there were some strange 
triangular impressions in the soil beneath the bark damage. Captain Brustel 
speculated that what he had found could be explained by a machine striking 
the tree and then coming to rest where the grass had been crushed. The evi
dence seemed to confirm the story told by the yqung witnesses. 

Later the local priest and newspaper reporters took turns questioning the 
four children but they could not get the youngsters to admit to a hoax. 152. 

Was the Premanon case a hoax? 

French researcher Claude !-lauge has this to say: 
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"I agree with Sani that the evidence presented by Barthel and 
Btucker (hereafter BB) leads to a verdict of 'insufficient proof' 
for both sides. BB's conclusions are however strongly supported 
by an investigation of the SWiss group Cosmos on November i4 
1954, which had been forgotten but was reprinted in Vaucluse~ 
Ufologis in the June·September 1980 issue. If these urvesh· 
gators are right, it was indeed a story invented by Raymond 
Rmand for a school work ••• which the school teacher took at 
face value! This does not solve the trace mystery, but it would 
not be the only time where totally independent events would be 
wrongly linked to build a 'strong story,' Yves Basson, who is 
still investigating the case, thinks that the trace was caused 
by a little temponry metal shed of a holiday camp, his argu· 
ments seem good." 153. 

Montagney, France. 8: 00 p.m. Septeni>er 29th. 

A huge, bright object that rivaled the full 1000n in size lit up the 
countryside around the French village of 1-tmtagney at 8:00 p.m. The ob· 
ject soared east to west IIUlCh slower than a meteor because a resident of 
the village that witnessed the appearance was able to alert pt.hers to the 
phenanenon, and more inlportantly, the brillant object flew out of sight 
under the clouds. 
-rmotoriSF;lr. Gazon., on Route N·486 to the southwest of Hontagney, was 
driving passed the CCillllllnity of Rigney when he caught sight of the UFO. He 
said it was an oblong object on a horizontal course, giving off a· green· 
white light. 

Elsewhere in the area, a motcrcyclist speeding along Route N-470 near 
Painblanc observed the passage of a greeri·white body, apparently the same 
object. 

Soote 70 miles beyond Painblanc at Langeron another sighting was made. 
Riding a bicycle on Route N-151 aM. Raymond Deloire spotted an object in 
the sky approaching him fran. the west. It was a lmd.nous, hemispherical 
shape, orange in O?lor instead of green·white. It travelled silently. 

Other French towns reporting UFOs on the Z9th were:Landeda·L' Aber 
Wrac 'h in the French clepartnent of Finistere in Brittany, and Cabestany 
in the French department of Pyrenees Orientas which is near Spain. 154. 

"Carrousel de soucoupes volantes." 

"Soucoupe volante" activity was on the rise in France as September 
came to a close. As a French newspaper put it:"carrousel dans in le ci~l 
de France • " 

Of the mre interesting stories in the article is a sighting at Lyons 
by at least 16 people. CDe of the witnesses, a doctor,said that in the 
air just above a 6,000 foot momtain a dark gray mass had appeared. The 
''mass" sank to a lower altitude and· its shape was seen clearer. The "mass" 

. was actually an object that resembled an "inverted plate" covered with 
dark patches. 

South of Lyons , at Vienne, a young FrenclJnan claimed to have seen a 
dahed-shaped object hovering just above the ground. A flare-like light 
with a magnesiun intensity was also seen. 

At ~ city of Drane on the Rhone river a strange whistling noise was 
heard by a wanan who suspected a "saucer'' was in the area. She alerted 
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M. Jean Narcy claimed to have enc0tu1tered a whiskered Hartian 
wearing an orange corset, a being that piloted a hat-shaped ship. 
The story was a hoax. 
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a number of people, and after a search no saucer was found but a check of 
the area did locate a nine foot wide circle of crushed grass. 155. 

''UFO helicopter?" 

One press report was so unbelievable even UFO research~r Aim~ Michel 
had doubts it should be republished. Years later, when d1scuss1ng the 
1954 French wave with fellow French UFO researcher Jacques Vallee, ~Hchel 
expressed his opinion that if such a report Sa\v the light of day in a UFO 
book scientists would be convinced people who reported UFOs were mental 
cases. Vallee, however, was deeply fasinated with the report for his 
own reasons. 

Briefly, according to sources available, at about 4:30p.m. on ~eptem
ber 30 1954 at Nouatre, France;.a group of quarry workers were w1tnesses 
to an ~azin~ encounter. The work party foreman, ~o:ge Gatey, did ~!lost 
of the talkino when the story was related to author1t1es. Gatey sa1d he 
was first awa:e of something strange when a torpor came over him. Inuned
iately thereafter he became aware of adome-~hapedmachine ah?ut four feet 
in diameter a short distance away. The "sh1p" was not rest1ng on the 
grotmd, instead it was suspended in the air just ~ few feet above the 
rocky surface of the quarry. On the top of the dome was a mechanism 
similar to the blades of a helicopter. 

Next to the ship was its supposed pilot, a "little man" somewhat 
less than four feet tall dressed in a gray, one piece suit and lm•
topped boots. On the being's head was a opaque glass helmet. 'What 
M. Gatey believed was a "light projector" was on the saucer pilot's 
chest. 

1-t. Gatey said his feelings of drowsiness turned into a paralyzed 
condition, thwarting any attempt to flee. The gaucer pilot had some 
kind of elongated device in his hand which Gatey assumed was either a 
weapon or just a metal rod. 

The other workers were supposed to have seen the whole encounter. A 
M. Beurrois confirmed the story, saying that the machine must have been 
a flying saucer. Another worker, M. Lubonovis, also testified on Gatey's 
behalf, swearing that a "man in a diver's suit" had confronted his boss. 
Backing up both Gatey and Lubonovis were the rest of the work crew: 
Messrs. Villeneuve, Rougier, Sechet, and_Amirant. 156. 

Vallee's theory. 
Jacques Vallee's attention was drawn to the final moments of the 

saucer incident as described by Gatey. The pilot. said Gatey. s~ly 
vanished. The creature didn't leave the area by any ordinary means. he 
just disappeared as if he was "erased." The fate of the ship was sim
ilar. The cupola -topped machine emitted a whistle and took off, gaining 
altitude in a series of jerks. While in view the ship also vanished 
suddenly, an abrupt vanishment in a blue haze. Just like a miracle, re
remarked Gatey! 157. 

The forementioned story was outlandish but it helped to lay the 
groundwork for Vallee's book:Dimensions/The Alien Otronicles. 

"Han from planet X?" 

Unfortunately the aftermath of Gatey's report as carried in the Paris 
~~tch did not gain the circulation it deserved. As French UFO research
er f'hchel Figuet points out, the incident had caused such a local sen
sation the quarry workers found themselves being questioned by a judge. 
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Gatey and the others admitted that the spaceman/saucer story was a joke. 
158. 

An American might wonder if the Frenclunen were inspired by Hollywood 
again. Besides Paramount's War of the Worlds, another Yankee film doing 
the rounds was United Artist~ From~t X that had been released 
in 1952. There are SCJ!le silllilantiesoetween die film and Gatey's joke. 

September 30th. 

The French excitement received scant notice in the American press. 
An exception was an item in the September 30th issue of the Christian 
Science Monitor which was placed on file in BUJE BOOK records. The 
art1cle reads: 

"France's 'flying saucer circus' continues to rouse interest 
around the country as more eyewitness accotmts of 'saucers , ' 
'plates' and other whizzing celestial objects keep pouring 
in. 

"Now a fanner said a creature carne up to him on a lonely 
road caressed his arm and burbled unintelligible noises at 
him. Then it went off toward its 'saucer,' which the far
mer could not describe because a green ray. was directed at 
him and caused him to be temporarily paralyzed. 

"A former artillery observer said he saw a dark-gray object 
hovering over the mountain near Chambery at about 6,000 feet. 
He claimed he stopped his car and watched as other motorists 
jointed in looking at the mass which suddenly 'shot· away like 
lightning and disappeared.' 

''Two other reports have been received in the Lyon area but 
they were only of the old-fashioned 'saucer' which gave off 
bright lights and then suddenly disappeared." 159. 

"Flying mushroom." 

According to our source: 

"Ql September 30 at 5:10p.m. Bernard Goujon and Armand Pichet 
were working on the road between Maisoncelles and Meaux (in 
France)when a 'flying mushroom' eight feet wide settled grace.: 
fully nearby. Mr. Pichet, from a vantage point in the roadside 
ditch, urged Mr. Goujon to 'n.m over and have a look.' Accord
ing to Mr. Goujon's report to the gendarmes, the n1.1shroom seem
ed to be made out of aluminum and rested on three crutches. It 
took off as he approached 'spiraling like an autumn leaf' and 
was lost in the clouds. Next morning the authorities duly noted 
three deep imprints in the ground." 160. 

"Fire! Fire!" 

. A firey glow excited a Frenclunan as he passed near La-Flotte-Re, 
France, on September 30th. Thinking that something had caught fire, 
the man ran to the site of the supposed blaze only to find that the 
light was coming from a luminous ball approximately 35 feet across, 
Hovering just about the ground, the strange sphere was seen to change 
color from a flame red to blue, afterwhich the thing shot straight up 
at high speed. Amazed, the witness said later:"It made no more noise 
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Paris, France, ~-Dimanche. 10 O:tober 1954. p.l2. 

Two interpretations by an artist of "cigar volant" type sightings on 
September 30th at Alsace and Vieme. Drawings in the French press did 
not always give an accurate description of a reported phenomena. 
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than a flock of birds." 161. 

More September 30th sightings. 

On the 30th a UFO sighting was made by a shipts crew as their vessel 
was enroute from Roven to Brest. As the ship passed through the English 
channel, an objer:t was ~een in the sky, identity mdisr:emible, ;.ohich 
dropped down until it made contact with the sea, touching the water for 
a brief moment, and then vaulting skyward, giving off a red flame as it 
zoaned vertically. 162. 

Same day. The river ~ine. 

Another nautical UFO report on the 30th came from a ferry operator on 
the river Seine. Perhaps he saw a balloon, and perhaps not, but the thing 
seen was a big pale ball that hovered over the surface of the river for 
an estimated 20 minutes before it moved away on a south-west course. An 
odd detail in the man's report is that a smaller sphere, green in color, 
was hanging just below the bigger one. 163, 

Michigan hoax? 

Various Michigan newspapers printed a story on September 30th that 
rivaled any fran France. According to the st~, a lawrence Cardenas 
of Dearborn was driving to work before dawn on the 30th when he saw 
about a dozen strange ''men" of nonnal stature in a field close to the 
road speaking in an unknown language. The "men;" he said, wre dark
green tmifonns , skull-caps, and goggles. On their backs were devices 
that appeared to be oxygen cylinders. 

Nearby a huge oval machine, the shape of a sea shell and covered 
with flickering lights, was parked on an area of grass. 

The ''men" appeared friendly and curious but, Canlena, lllho had been 
stopped at a traffic light while watching the "saucer people," was rore 
afraid of being late for work than curious about the strange ''men," so 
he drove off. Since there was no other traffic on the road at that 
hour(4:4S a.m.), Cardenas expressed an opinion that no one else had 
witnessed the "landing." 164. 

Was this story true? Jlearborn, where Cardenas lived, was also the 
hometown of Laura M:Jn.do, the leader of the Detroit Flying Saucer Club. 
!my connection between Cardenas and ~o could cast doubt on the land· 
ing story. A survey of ~' s writings turned up a reference to the 
landing story in the book ::!Y~ Saucer !!P-~ and the statement by 
Miss t-tmdo that states: "lawrence c:aroena:s, atocal cook, ldlom I had 
known personally for 15 years." 165. 

~bnth's end. A torrent of reports. 

It may have been the UFOs themselves, or the good cmrerage given the 
subject by the press, or perhaps a .canbination of both, but with the 

. last days of September UFO reports swamped France. For Aime Hichel, 
one of the leading civilian UFO investigators. it was a maddening per
iod. As soon as he prepared himself to make inquiries about a pranis
ing case, Aime would receive wrd of others, and at an increasing 
rate. By September 30th reports exceeded well over a 100 a day! 166. 
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"Extract of a series of UFO sightings." (See BLUE BOOK docunent pp. 88-
89.) 

Some added notes: 

''Maximun security exists concerning UFOs." 

Leonard Stringfield's colleague Thomas Eickhoff had been busy. The Cin
cinnati businessman, who became so incensed over the activities of Tnunan 
Bethurun and George Hunt Williamson, went after the biggest name in the 
contactee business, George Adamski. Eickhoff hoped to take Adamski to 
Federal Court, where, under oath, the Californian would be proved a fraud. 

In 1954 Eickhoff's lawyer contacted the Central Intelligence Agency 
about pursuing a case against Adamski. The agency director, Allen Dulles, 
replied that, although ~fr. Eickhoff may have had a case against Adamski in 
a law-enforcement sense, as head of the CIA he would resort to blocking any 
of the agencypersonnel from taking part in any court proceedings because: 
" ... maxirmm security exists concerning the subject of UFOs." 167 .. 

An interesting witness. 

Sometime in 1954 an attack bomber was being ferried to Greenville ftFB, 
Mississippi; for an overhaul when enroute it encountered a strange object 
in the air: 

"The object was disc-shaped, 60 feet in diameter and 10 feet thick 
at the center. No other distinguishing marks. Ny crew saw it from 
different positions and we all agreed about what we saw. The con~ 
tact l~sted roughly 11 minutes and included a chase that started at 
about 20,000 feet and ended right on top of trees. We closed within 
an eighth of a mile, had it, lost it, then found it again. I zoaned 
down to keep pursuit, but it just flat disappeared." 168. 

The pilot telling this story was William Coleman, later promoted to 
Colonel, who was selected to head the Air Force's project BllJE BOOK in the 
early 1960s. When Colonel Coleman took charge of the project, he checked 
the files for his 1954 report on the UFO encounter. No paperwork was 
found. 169. 

Charles Garreau on the .staff of the French newspaper La Bourgogne 
R~ublicaine was an avid collector of UFO reports during-l~~andlle 
s red nruCh of his data with Aime t·lichel, however he did write something 
of his own: Alerte dans le del, Edition du Grand Damier, 3 trimester 
1956. ----------

.Another source of.i~terest is:Ecrivain, auteur de l'ouvrage:~sterieux 
obJects C:~~~!,~. ed1t1on Planete. 

The reader should also obtain a copy of famed debunking book: 

Brucker, Jacques and Gerard Barthel. La Grand !'eut Martienn«; 
Paris, France: Nouvelles Editions RatimmOlTS'ts;-1979. 

Review of the Brucker and Barthel work: 

Smith, Dr. Willy. MUFnN UFO Journal. ed. :Dennis Stacy. 11219. 
July 1986. 
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Other French sources: 

carrouges , Miche 1; les ~pari t ions des Hart iens, Edi toria1 Fayard, 
1963. - --- --

Figuet, Hiche 1; Fran cat : Re(:ontres ~praches ~ . France, 800 ·198 2. 
(No date} 

1954: La~- Dossier Archives A.D.R.IJ.P. 
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The folloving is an extract. of a. series of UF l s•.:;::ungs obse:-ve-J 
over va1.ous sections O~':)eriod .31 Ju.ly-;?0 :>ep 54. 
Reference ATIC 201047~, dated 2? ·)ct 54. 

Austria - 19 Aug 54 UNCLASSIF"!EO 
Small, gleaming disc-like object, about tvi~e as l3r~e as Venus. 

Observed tor 2 minutes. ATIC Eval: ?:)ssibl<! Balloon. 

Finland - 14 Sep 54 
· Circular"tlyi.ng objee't over ilelsink.i at nig!l't. Flying at 8oo 

meters (alt), it gave ott an intense light and left trail ot reddi3h 
smoke. Visible tor 7 sec. ATIC Eval: Possible meteorite. 

~France - 30 Aug 54 - Paria 
A Paris resident observed a lllllinuo\IS circular obJec't tlying over 

the city. ATIC Eval: tmKNOWif - Inautticient d .. ta. 

S~ Department • 7 Sep 54 
A 27 ;ye!IZ' old IID80D and hill assistant observed a "!lying saucer" at 

0715 hrs, 7 Sep 54. T!1e object vas grey ll.l}d vas observed hovering over a 
field about 200 zters troa the obserwra. The obJect oscillated slovly 
and seemed to haft a closed doar <111 ita aide. When the ..n bad run about 
50 meters tovvd it, tbe obJect bepa to tl7 -7· Smoke vas tllen 
visible rr- a sort ot exhauat pipe 1111 tbe UDderside. Arter an oblique 
tH:gbt. ot about l.5 meters, the obJect roae 'ft!Z'tically and .U.appeared. 
~o trace ot t.ba. ~b~ect vaa tOUDd by poUce. '%'!»·obJect vaa about 10 
zaeters in di._ter .aml 3 -ten 1D batpt, 414 -t slaw Uld departed 
noi.selesd;r, trallfD41 ..,Jre. YiaDl.e tar Uaat 3 lli.Dutn. ATIC Eftl: 
UMOfOWlf > 

Aisne Department - 7 Sep 5,. . 
A llllaimaowl11 red Ol"1UUfpt d1ac: obecrwd b]' tllree persons. 'nle disk 

stopped sllddenl:r joo-400 •tars tna tM (llrOUDd. It see.d to haw on its 
upper side a -.1.1 li.IIUmloua tail tar"lliDI aa 1Dtegral pSZ"t ot the obJect. 
'l'IC Eval: tll'IIQ'MjJI - Iaautr1ciellt data. 

ItalJ - 14 Sep 54 
Tvo tnllabitants ot Pi.tigliaao repcir1"t s1&ht1Dg ot a rDUDd, wtli.te obJect 

.aJdn& a straup, loud -1". '1'2le obJect ~ to a stand sti.l.l lllld tben 
disappeared at high speed. ATIC hal: OIIXll:lVII - IDautnc:i.eot data 

Ra.e • 17 Sep 54 
On 'tbe atternooa ot 17 Sep 5a., tile control t-r at the Ci11111p1Do Air 

Base observed a !lyllterious object ab&ped like a baU a cigsr tly1Dg al.ovly 
at an altitude of 1,200 -ters, '1'be obJect, leaY1Dg a trail ot lwaizluou.s 
smoke, vas visible tor ItO llliDutea. ATIC !val: Probable bigh Altitude a/c. 

:.JN ~SIF"<EQ . 
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\; l'letherla.nds - 4 Aug 54 
Ten tireaan obserYed tvo "nyizlg saucers" over the Rsgue on tbe 

_ ngith .of 4 AIJ6Ullt between 2300 a.nd 21!00 hours. They moved at incredible 
speed, at tilDes re-ining IIIDtiouless tar as long as 30 seconds. 'l'bey ~re 
tlat ovals Vith a Vbitish gray light. .&TIC Eval.: Possible searchlight 
bei!IIIS. 

1 Note: During the •~ alld tall -tha ot 1954, there bas been a marked 
increase 1D UFO sightinp throughout Europe. ATIC attriblltes the -.jority 
or these sightinp to tvo 'baa1c reaaons. 

1. The Europe&D prua baa been quick to publiah• 1n detail, UFO 
sightinp Vbich has resUlted 1n intluencing a great IIUIIber ot persons tor 
persoual publicity. 

2. Mr. D. Ke;Jhoe 1 s book vaa receDtl.J' trBDBlatecl into YVious foreign 
}.anglla6es and vent on sale at newataaas tbroughout Europe \luring the s~ 
ot 1954. 
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